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As Spring Takes Hold
• from the Publisher's desk
kay, so I haven't been here that 
many winters, but' it seems to . me 
that you could mark down on your calen­
dar the warming trend that visits the 
Northern Rockies every year right around 
Presidents' Day. This year, the warmth 
punctuates an uncharacteristically snowy 
and severe winter, and people have begun 
talking about spring. Yet, though you may 
be reading this in April or even later, you 
must know there's a good chance we've not 
seen the last of this winter.-
Fortunately, you hold in your hands 
one of the finest possible companions to 
comfort you during those few remaining 
gloomy winter days.
Sure, I'm biased. I began working on 
Camas an environmental journal three 
and a half years ago, a year after it was 
founded by graduate students at The Uni­
versity of Montana looking for a forum to 
celebrate their shared appreciation of the 
natural world. And I've helped to coordi­
nate the transition from the journal's ear­
lier emphasis on poetry, personal essays, 
and short stories to the current format, fea­
turing articles that reveal something about 
the People and Issues of the Northern 
Rockies.
We have worked to steer Camas in 
its present direction for a number of rea­
sons, but one stands out as primary: we 
think it can be a useful tool for anyone who 
is concerned about the future of the region 
we call home or who just loves to visit the 
Northern Rockies of Idaho, Montana, Wyo­
ming, and eastern Oregon and Washing­
ton.
We hope Camas will help people 
throughout the region gain a deeper un­
derstanding and appreciation for each
other's lives. And we hope the journal will 
be one forum for all kinds of people to dis­
cuss the sort of future that we would like td 
create here, together. * • * ■ ■ .
After all, no matter what background 
we come from, each of us who loves the 
Northern Rockies has a stake, in what this 
rapidly changing region is to become. Many 
of you may have been here a long time and 
may dislike the changes occuring in this re­
gion-—population growth and the demands 
that relative newcomers place on the land­
scape and the lifestyles of long-time resi­
dents of the region. I truly hope that you take' 
advantage of Camas to discuss what you 
cherish about the Northern Rockies, and 
what you hope to see your homeland be­
come.
Still others of you (I should say us) 
are relatively new to the Northern Rockies, 
drawn here for a variety of reasons* You, too, 
have a valuable voice, and Camas offers it­
self as a forum for you to discuss what it is 
you love about this place, and to share your 
stories about the other places you've known.
Of course, we'd be remiss if we didn't 
include the voices of the native peoples of 
this region. Compared to the many Indians 
who call the Northern Rockies home, all of 
us of European descent (or African; or Asian,' 
etc.) are relative newcomers, and we can all 
learn a great deal about life in this region 
from those whose ancestors have lived here 
much longer than ours.
We at Camas are also committed to 
including the voices of those who don't ex­
press themselves in words. We recognize 
that humans aren't the only species living 
in the Northern Rockies, and we think it 
useful to adopt the point of view of the ani­
mals and plants with whojn we share this
Camas — Spring 19972
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special place. This may be more than just an 
interesting exercise, it may be crucial if we 
hope to continue to boast of living in the only 
area of the country where people share the 
landscape with grizzly bears, bison, wolves, 
bald eagles, ponderosa pines and the less 
charismatic species that make tip the greater 
community of the Northern Rockies.
While many of the issues that we 
hope to confront in the pages of Camas may 
be controversial, we're not interested in fur­
thering the divisions that plague discussions 
of these sorts of issues. The name-calling arid 
finger-pointing that predominate debates 
over resource and land-management issues 
indicate an encouraging level of passion 
among people on every side of these issues.
Since no fired-up proponents on any 
side of these issues figure to abandon their 
positions or their homes anytime soon, we're 
stuck with each other and our opinions. 
Camas hopes to channel these passionate 
feelings into a constructive process of find­
ing a way to to work together.
The coalition between ranchers and 
Indians that has united to oppose an open- 
pit gold mine in Montana's Sweet Grass Hills 
(see Emily Cousins' piece, page 18) is but one 
inspiring example. While their efforts may 
not stop that particular mine from operation, 
the members of that coalition have learned 
a great deal from each other about the love 
they share for that particular segment of the 
Northern Rockies landscape.
Of course, many of the issues that 
emerge from the landscape of the Northern 
Rockies aren't greeted'with such a harmo­
nious consensus, and that's because this 
region's legacy of and reliance upon the ex­
traction of natural resources has put us all 
in a bad position. People didn't originally 
come here for its scenery: they came for fur, 
precious metals, agriculture, timber, range- 
land, and oil and gas reserves..
People continue to come, some for the • 
reasons above, and some for recreation,
Camas —  Spring 1997
scenery, wilderness, solitude, and a host of 
other reasons. Some might even come here 
for golf/ if you believe the city of Anaconda, 
Montana and the Atlantic Richfield Corpo­
ration (see Kent Curtis' report on Anaconda's 
Old Works golf course, page 6).
Bizarre as it may be, if there's any 
town that best exemplifies the dilemma the 
region as a whole finds itself in, it may be 
Anaconda. It's hard riot to sympathize with 
the miners who g a v e  their lives to the Ana­
conda Copper Company; or the city officials 
looking for some way to rebuild a city that 
was stripped of its identity when the smelt­
ers closed down; or the environmentalists 
pushing for the cleanup of the Clark Fork 
River watershed; or even the ARCO officials 
who are responsible for cleaning up a mess 
their company didn't make.
These are the personalities who 
promise to shape the future of towns and 
landscapes throughout the N orthern 
Rockies. They are our neighbors, our friends, 
ourselves. These are the people connected 
to the issues that Camas promises to cover 
every issue.
So as the snow melts, as it inevitably 
will, we hope that you'll join Camas in think­
ing about the meaning of Spring. We hope 
that you'll ponder the issues surrounding the 
waterways of-this region, waters that will 
find their way into our homes, and eventu­
ally into the Pacific Ocean and the Gulf of 
Mexico. We hope that you'll give us feed­
back: For us to do our job we need to hear 
from you, the caretakers of this region, about 
what you'd like us to cover. As spring takes 
hold, we hope you'll join us and your fel­
low citizens on the rivers, in our gardens, 
on the trails, in the coffee shops and else­
where in talking about how we can all work 
together to create the healthiest, happiest 
future possible for all of the species of the 
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In grade school, trying to de­
fine my hom
mos, universe, solar system, 
.world...."
Now, I content myself with 
thinking about certain high 
mountain parks, blossoming and 
later on immaculate under snow, 
then blossoming again; and the 
way we love each other and even 
ourselves when we're privileged 
to be there. v . • .
—William Kittredge
Kittredge lives in Missoula and teaches writ­
ing ait The University of Montana.
Camas — Spring 199.7
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I spent an hour shoveling snow, then came in to write. The wind rose until from the 
window I could see bright crystals swirling 
in the lee of everything firm. Looking up 
from a book review, Dakota: A Spiritual Ge­
ography, by Kathleen Norris, 1 watched the 
drifts build, obscuring the neat banks of my 
labor. After an hour, the snow was deeper 
than beforeTd shoveled. So much for good 
intentions.
Why do I live here? I'm supposed to 
spin a web of predictable beauties: the lofty 
skyline, the moose that eyes me from' the 
willows behind the house, the silence of 
open country. But the world is afflicted with 
beauty. The sunsets in L.A., colored by 
deadly air, are gorgeous. There are rainbows 
in spilled oil. Beauty, in the purest, sense, 
lurks not just in the unspoiled, but also in 
the unnatural, the poisoned, the hazardous, 
and the raped, pillaged and plundered land­
scape. Beauty is a necessity, inferred, a mat­
ter of definition. Hieronymus Bosch, not less 
than Russell Chatham, is beautiful.
' Snow is, reckoning by my force of 
will, an absolute. The only way I can affect ■ 
it is.with my body: shoveling it, packing it, 
melting it in a pail on the stove, eating it, 
rolling in it, making snow angels by lying 
down and rotating my arms until iheir prints 
become those of wings.
And snow is one of the reasons why 
I stay. When Linda needs to leave for town 
to work, on the morning of a blizzard, the 
snow is a grand impediment, a heroic ag­
gravation: shoveling thie garage door free 
and getting the car started and out into the 
county road before the snowplow comes is 
a project for us both. And then she has to 
brave the white, swirling drive to town.
But when I step onto my skis, as I do 
almost every day, snow is the surface that 
lofts me over sagebrush and gravel, the slip­
pery wonder that lets me ski faster than I 
can run, the medium that brings sunset to 
earth, that spreads each shifting hue across 
the miles as I ski back in the fading light. 
Intense cold, blizzards and ground drift 
make this a terrain in which large cities, pa­
Camas —: Spring 1997
per profits arid 
commuter traf­
fic are unlikely 
to flourish, and 
that is a reason 
I stay. I could 
live in a country 
without snow, 
but I wouldn't 
want to die 
there.
But . I 
tend to forget 
the tim ing of 
magazines. It is 
February, but I 
am writing for 
July or even 
September. July 
is crisp lettuce, 
radishes, peas 
and m osqui­
toes. Haters of 
oily repellent, 
we •wear 
headnets to work the garden. Mosquitoes 
are the summer equivalent of snow. In Jack- 
son Hole, in their struggle to make nature a 
user-friendly commodity, they spray clouds 
of poison. Here, the mosquitoes reign. The 
ranchers flood their haymeadows and the 
mosquitoes rise in clouds. I do not love bugs. 
I don't even like them. I swat them. But I 
favor them, as tourist-repellent. Live here 
and get bit.
This is Big Itch Country!
But bug season is not long. Nor is the 
growing season. There is a limit to wishful 
thinkirig, and growing one's food draws the 
line. You could start tomatoes, in good faith, 
a hundred seasons and they would freeze 
in ninety-nine. Beach fashions, let us estab­
lish, are a limited market and love cm naturel 
is bracketed in June by snow, interrupted by 
bugs in July and August; and shuts down 
about Labor Day by hard frost if not the re­
turn of snow. Regarding outdoor love, na­
ture is sterner than the religious right.







Why do I 
live here?
reflection by
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story and photos by
Hrom the dusty parking lot at the Rent A. Curtis north end of Cedar Street in .
Anaconda, Montana, it is a short 
climb up the-path that once led to 
the municipal dump. When I crest 
the hill, I feel as if I have been 
transported to another place and 
time. Amidst the weathered ruins 
and toxic wastes, of the town's 19th- 
century smelters sprawls an 18-hole 
golf course,
. . .  V .... A C a m a s S p r i n g  19976
g r e e n i n g
Anaconda
Can a smelter town cover up its toxic past?
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The fairways and greens consume the horizon like the poppy field between 
Dorothy and Oz-rich m cofor, restfully bu­
colic, but incessantly different, almost eerily 
so. Something is .not quite in order.
The 260-acre, Jack Nicklaus-designed 
Old Works golf, course is the showpiece of 
local planners, the U.S. Environmental Pro­
tection Agency (EPA) .and the Atlantic 
Richfield Company (ARCO). If their dreams 
are fulfilled, the town of Anaconda will be­
come a symbolic phoenix, rising from the 
ashes, of economic and ecological collapse.
. ‘ But beneath the layer of green is a 
complicated story of a declining industry 
and an unfortunate compromise which may 
leave the waste of 100 years of smelting in 
the hands of a tiny, deindustrialized com­
munity.
Since 1883, the smelting facility had domi­nated the town of Anaconda. But dur­
ing the late 1970s, the metal industry began 
to change. Bloated with profits from the en­
ergy crisis and rich new oil fields discovered 
in the 1970s and 1980s, giant petroleum cor­
porations stepped in to bail out the long- 
established smelters and mines.
For Anaconda, Montana, this change 
came in 1977 when ARCO used profits from 
an oil field sale in Prudhoe Bay, Alaska to 
buy out the Anaconda Copper Company 
whole cloth. ARCO took possession of the 
copper giant's refining facilities in New Jer­
sey, its crass works in .Connecticut, many 
processing plants in the midwest, the min­
ing properties of Butte and the smelting fa­
cility that had dominated the town of Ana­
conda since 1883.
The new corporate owners assured 
their employees that it would be business 
as usual at the Anaconda smelter. But like 
many of the metal production centers that 
had undergone similar ownership changes, 
the promise proved hollow: On September 
30,1980, less than three years after its pur­
chase, the fateful announcement was made: 
smelting would cease once and for all in the 
city ana the smelters would be sold for 
scrap. .
Oh October 1st, 1,000 smelter work­
ers awoke jobless. Local merchants began 
cutting pay and hours—if they didn't go un­
der altogether. Other businesses followed 
with lay-offs, cutting as much as 20 percent
.C a m a s S p r i n g  1997
of their work force.
"The closure was devastating to the 
community," Anaconda's city manager 
Cheryl Beatty; remembers. "Every other 
store was empty. We lost a lot of jobs and 
six million dollars from the tax base." Dur­
ing the early months of 1981, unemployment' 
and food stamp rolls ballooned. Residents 
and laid-off smelter workers, unwilling to 
risk their future on the town, took losses on 
their homes and moved elsewhere.
This economic blow landed just as a 
second punch was winding up. Two months 
after the smelter closed, well water samples 
120 miles downstream revealed dangerous 
levels of arsenic. An active environmental 
community alerted the federal government, 
who speculated that the arsenic had come 
from smelting wastes washed down through 
the Clark Fork River. Armed with the re­
cently passed Superfund law, the EPA inves­
tigated the entire industrial mining complex 
in Butte and Anaconda as well as its river 
drainages as far west as Missoula.
In 1983, Anaconda, Butte and the 
Milltown sediments were listed on the 
Super fund National Priorities List as the 
largest single Superfund site in the nation. 
Almost immediately, one-third of the land 
area in the city of Anaconda was fenced or 
otherwise restricted. At the same time, these 
lands acquired a new legal status. These 
were lands in need of ecological 
rem ediation, and according to the 
Superfund law, whoever owned them 
would be responsible for their clean-up.
The following year the EPA called in 
the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) to in­
vestigate a small subdivision just east of the 
smelter site. The CDC determined that the 
40 families living in the Mill Creek subdivi­
sion were being exposed to threatening lev­
els of arsenic. Most of these families were 
bought out by ARCO; the rest were, forced 
to move by the federal government. "It kind 
of sent a message," said Charlie Coleman, 
the EPA's manager of the Anaconda site. 
People in the community grew wary of the 
EPA, Superfund and its legal powers.
. Tne removal of Mill Creek residents 
also sullied Anaconda's reputation outside 
the community. According to Jim Davidson, 
president of the Anaconda Local Develop­
ment Corporation, the Mill Creek closure 
frighfenea potential visitors to Anaconda:
7
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"People would literally drive into the com- the lands atop the cap? 
munity with their windows rolled up, com- The idea promised a windfall for all
ing in getting gas and saying, 'We. have to parties involved. Anaconda would be left 
hurry up anaget out of here before we die/" with valuable economic property in the golf 
In the long run, however, the Mill course. ARCO, which had been under pres- 
Creek removal would prove a turning point, sure from state regulators to remove the rest / 
Responding to the fear that Superfund 
might take away their land, citizens began 
organizing into community groups. These 
groups took a two-pronged strategy: They 
opposed the fencing of any more land ana 
they sought the means to plan for a 
deindustrialized future.
At the same time, ARCO and the 
EPA were going through changes of their 
own. Both institutions, for very different 
reasons, decided that they ■ heeded to be 
more sensitive to the local economy. "We 
made a real change in our philosophy," said 
Sandy Stash, ARCO's local manager. "As 
long as ARCO and state and federal regu­
lators are just yelling at each other, we're 
probably missing the boat on'something.
We started to mediate that a little bit by lis­
tening to the local communities."
For the EPA, the issue was not so 
much the struggle over reftiediation as its 
reputation in the community. "People were 
critical o f our decisions to that point/'
Coleman remembered, "We weren't very 
welcome in the community." •
Ironically, the crisis that plagued the 
community proved to be part of the solu­
tion. The Citizen groups, in conjunction with 
city planners, ARCO and the EPA, began to 
take wh&t Jim Davidson calls "a  proactive 
approach" to confronting the economic and 
environmental issues that had shaken the 
city. Instead of defeat, the local planners 
began to see economic development as a 
challenge and the Superfund law as a ve­
hicle for change. "By the late 80s," Davidson of the soil on the site, would be granted the 
remembers, "We.began asking, 'How are we less expensive option of capping and the EPA 
going to attack this thing?' And that's sort could finally shed its reputation as a destruc- 
of where the idea for the golf course came tive force in the community. • 
from/' • . "We tried to approach things on a
By this time, the EPA and ARCO had win-win basis," Cheryl Beatty explained, 
already removed the .most extremely dan- "The community has attempted to o q  this as 
gerous material from the 19th-century a partnering effort to make sure that the com- 
smelter site, including berylliurri; Cadmium munity comes out okay and at the same time, 
and high concentrations of arsenic. They de- in the end it has benentted ARCO." 
bated whether to remove the rest of the Plans for a "new" Anaconda followed
waste material or simply cap it. Why not quickly on the heels of EPA approval. With 
push the remediation one step further, the the financial assistance of ARCO, city offi- 
community planners asked, and develop cials began planning to remake the town into
Camas — Spring 1997-8
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. a recreation community. "We're planning 
trail systems to increase tourism," Beatty 
. said, "Sprucing up the entry to Anaconda­
getting park, commercial and the residen­
tial as well as the bu$iness area looking 
good." A vision document has been drafted.
and to bolster the effort, the city has created 
several financial incentives for new busi­
nesses..
From city hall's perspective, promis­
ing changes are well under way. Beatty is 
excited about the efforts of RDM Enterprises, 
a new business which uses the black slag left 
over from smelting for sandblasting. She 
also celebrates the opening of a new bicycle 
shop in downtown Anaconda.
"When he called to ask about the 
area," she said of the bike shop owner, "we 
outlined our vision document as well as our 
planning document, the direction the com­
munity was heading with the trail system 
and the amenities we're implementing. He 
saw this as a good place to open a newbusi­
ness."
Despite the claims of its promoters 
and planners, the Old Works course is a du­
bious success. Some individuals in the com­
munity do not celebrate the new mode of 
economics that has taken hold in the town. 
Others question the ability of the course to 
fulfill its economic purpose. Still others won­
der whether an adequate ecological solution 
hasn't been sacrificed in the name of com­
munity development and corporate cost cut­
ting.
No one denies the need for the com-' 
munity to survive but critics see the devel­
opment as one shaped by self-interest, poli­
tics and power.
Many retired smelter workers see the 
golf course as the last act in a long drama 
about alienation from, their community. For 
them, the beginning of the end came .a full 
eight years prior to me smelter closure, when 
an ill-conceived urban renewal project gut­
ted downtown Anaconda. The plan called 
for the removal of the core downtown in 
order to construct a giant mall. The devel­
opers succeeded in leveling several square 
blocks of early 20th-century buildings before 
community opposition brought the project 
to a halt.
. The smelter, like the downtown, had 
been a place where community bonds'were 
forged. Joe Marusich, a Croatian immigrant 
who settled in Anaconda in the mid-1940s, 
says, "When I was working up there"—he 
oints in the general direction of smelter 
ill—"I worked in every department— 
painting. You know, you. go, paint office. 
Then you meet all them guys up there. If you 
don't meet them up there, you meet down­
town. You know practically everybody 
down here." ' • -
"Now," Marusich laments, looking 
out the window of the Old Timer's Club to 
the bright sunlight of Commercial Street, "I 
don't know nobody. Just a few older guys."
George Wyant, a native Anacondan 
and retired smelter worker, offered an anec­
dote reflecting a common distaste for the 
development. "Last Sunday they had a tour 
that would take you over there and show 
you what they've done already." This past 
summer the first nine holes were completed
Camas — Spring 1997 9
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and promoters were anxious to show off cleaned it up," he says. "You don't have to 
their work to the town. "But me and Al, we do it instead of cleaning it up." 
went fishing that day;" The room full of re- * Andrew Young, a hydrologist for the 
tired smelter workers burst into knowing state who has been working on projects in 
laughter. Anaconda for the past several years, believes
None of these men have ever golfed, the golf course doesn't fully address the eco- 
nor did they express any interest in learn- logical problems at the site. As a groundwa- 
ing the game. To them it is a landscape ter specialist, he is concerned that the rush 
where wealthy folks play. "We're not going to cap the wastes at the old smelter site prob- 
to benefit," Wyant continued, gesturing, to ably left too much toxic material in place, 
the others in the room. "But the town is. The Young argues that it will be impos-
town's going to benefit because the people sible to keep wafer from seeping through the. 
that come here, they're not on welfare when * cap and into the toxins below. ; The sprin- 
they come here to play golf." kler system, for instance, is controlled by
Some local businesspeople doubt the an electronic water meter designed to shut 
ability of a golf course to sustain itself in’ off when the earthen cap reaches a critical 
the short summers of western Montana, water volume. "Say the. surface soils reach 
"Golf?" Jerry Hansen, curator of the local saturation at four o'clock in the afternoon," 
historical museum and former smelter Young offers as an example. "Then at six a 
workers asked. "In a five-week season?" thunderstorm suddenly pours a bunch more 
Environm entalists are also con- water on there? All that water's going into 
cemed about the disproportionate influence the mining wastes and into the groundwa- 
of ARCO dollars. Peter Nielsen, Missoula's ter."
Director of Environmental Health, is con- Young suggests that the course has ’
cerned that Anaconda has been bought out become a lightning rod, ignoring its own 
by ARCO. He says the steady flow of dol- shortcomings and diverting attention away 
lars into city coffers means that environ- from the more serious environmental threats 
mental protection is taking a back seat to in and around the community. "All this talk 
economic development. "You can still make about a golf course and development," 
it into something nice after you have Young says, "and it's easy to forget there are
Camas — Spring 199710
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3,000 acres of tailings out there that nobody 
knows what to do with/'
«  look at the remediation efforts to date and the remaining clean-up areas 
suggests that below the green surface lurks 
thorny environmental issues that the "new" 
Anaconda has yet to confront head-on. On 
smelter hill, three containment basins have 
been filled with arsenic ash, beryllium and 
cadmium— the most toxic substances found 
in the area. These remediation solutions, like 
the golf course's cap, are touted as perma­
nent.
But permanence in terms of environ­
mental technology means perhaps 50 to .100 
years. The liners beneath these toxic sub­
stances have a shelf life of 30 years. The 
ridges around smelter hill and up above the 
golr course are saturated with metals pre­
venting the growth of all but the hardiest of 
plant species and posing a constant threat 
of erosion until well into the 21st century.
Most daunting are the remains left 
from two settling ponds, the Anaconda Pond 
and the Opportunity Ponds. Here, millions 
of cubic yards of toxic tailings, a talcy sub­
stance susceptible to both wind and water 
erosion, presents problems, as Andrew 
Young pointed out, for which no one has a 
solution. Even Peter Nielsen, perhaps the 
most devoted and thoughtful environmen­
talist working on the project, can only throw 
up his hands and suggest that maybe one 
day in the future a new kind of smelting 
technology will come along capable of con­
verting those wastes into a marketable prod­
uct.
Whether or not the golf course does 
its economic job, the worst of the ecological 
disaster awaits solutions, Despite the lan­
guage of local control, the events of the past 
decade have been shaped and funded by na­
tional, force: the EPA and ARCO. Painfully 
absent from public debate in Anaconda is 
the fact that ARCO dollars, which have sup­
ported their development to date, are 
ephemeral. The corporation intends to be 
nowhere near Anaconda when the reposi­
tory liners start to fail.
. As political and global economic 
trends and a declining ecological conscious­
ness continue to shape the efforts in Ana­
conda, the possibility for real solutions and 
honest renewal slips increasingly out of 
reach.
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News from the Northern Rockies
A Recipe for Disaster
V  by Kira Sherwood
Take a Montana valley, home to 
wolves, bull trout, deer and bald' 
eagles. Add a couple of govern­
ment agencies, some laws that are 
neither adequate nor enforced, and 
a for-profit company that feels . 
slighted by an Indian tribe.
Toss in one community that was hit hard without, regard' to proper engineering.by a chlorine spill and another that sue- Neighbors overheard pipeline employees 
.cessfully fought the Northern Tier Pipeline saying that certain sections of line were "so- 
in the 1970s. What have you created? In this badly twisted [they] resemble[d] a cork- 
case, a battle over the future of the' screw/" and, in fact, one section collapsed 
Yellowstone Pipeline, that isn't likely to be twice—once before the line was active, and 
resolved easily or anytime soon. once while gasoline was flowing through it.
The story of Yellowstone Pipeline began Since that time, 71 more product spills have 
in 1954, when the Yellowstone Pipeline occurred along the pipeline, including 41 
Company (YPL) first laid the Billings-to- whichdrained over500barrels(21,0Q0gal- 
Spokane pipeline. The pipeline was the only Ions).
project of YPL, a small corporation entirely YPL itself acknowledges its spill
owmed by Conoco, Unocal/Cenex, and record as less than stellar, but claims that it 
Exxon Corporations. Although the purpose is working to reduce the likelihood and se- 
of the line was to transport gasoline and die- verity of spills. According to . David 
sel fuel from the three Billings refineries (one Vanderpool of Yellowstone Pipeline Corn- 
owned by each of the above companies) to pany, speaking at company-held public 
markets in western Montana, it is also a com- meetings, "Pipelines are the safest way of 
mon carrier, meaning that any interested transporting petroleum products... Although 
party can transport fuel for the same cost as we can't eliminate every spill, we.are doing 
the owners pay. Currently, the line carries everything we can to make sure that this 
civilian and military jet fuel in addition to pipeline is safe. We don't want a leak any 
its commercial products. morefhan you do."
Throughout its 46-year history, the • But a look at the events of the past
pipeline has had a rocky environmental two years cast doubt on YPL's sincerity, ac-̂  
record. Witnesses to the initial, installation cording to some citizens and tribal members, 
report that decisions as to exactly where to In 1994, all of the pipeline's public land per- 
locate the line were made arbitrarily and mits came due for renewal. Although law
Kl /• CamaS-— Spring 1997
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required the U.S. Forest Service (USFS) to 
renew the permit, the Confederated Salish 
and Kootenai Tribes (CSKT) had the author­
ity to deny renewal.
. * As YPL arid CSKT entered negotia­
tions, the tribes were still recovering from 
pipeline-induced damage: seven spills in 
eight years, including a large spill in 1993 at 
Camas Creek, an important tribal site and 
home to a population of medicinal Camas 
root plants. The leak went undetected for 
nearly a month, according to Lloyd Jackson 
of the tribal Hazardous Materials Office, 
until a postman smelled petroleum.
The company responded, but tribal 
authorities questioned the efficiency of YPL 
cleanup efforts. Two months after the spill, - 
a fish kill occurred downstream and petro­
leum residues were present in nearby soil 
and water as late as 1995, when YPL initi­
ated microbial reclamation efforts. Even 
tribal members who felt the cleanup efforts 
were adequate believed that YPL did not 
deal with the tribes in good faith.
At the end of renewal negotiations, 
the company made a final offer. This offer 
was. comprehensive, addressing cultural as 
well as safety and environmental issues. It 
included pipe relocation in sensitive areas, 
better leak detection and spill response 
(which was required for the entire line), a 
tribal Community Advisory Council for 
overseeing YPL the line while a new section 
was built, at a price of $18 million for three 
years. The company refused this offer.
YPL removed its above-ground struc­
tures from the reservation and began ship- 
.ping products by truck and, to a lesser ex­
tent, rail, reinjecting it into the pipeline at 
Thompson Falls. Most trucks took Highway 
200, a narrow tribal road. Tribal members, 
convinced that this was done purposely, had 
even less respect for YPL. Company officials, 
however, claimed they chose the most di­
rect and cost-effective route.
In any case, trucks and rail are seen 
by the company as oply a temporary solu­
tion. Yellowstone Pipeline Company has 
submitted an application to the USFS to
Camas — Spring 1997
build a new section of pipeline through the 
Ninemile Valley, west of Missoula. The pro­
posal identifies three possible routes: one di­
rectly through the valley, one up the north­
eastern side of the valley, and a third route 
on the ridgetop southwest of the valley.
Citizens and organizations have ex­
pressed several concerns about the proposal. 
First, they cite the possibility of serious en­
vironmental impacts. A pipeline in the val­
ley could easily contaminate surface and 
groundwater if a leak occurred; many pri­
vate and public wells would be affected.
The ridgetop route might pose less of 
a water quality threat, but a spill would 
cause significant soil contamination. A par­
ticular concern with the ridgetop is whether 
the line could be accessed reliably. Winter 
storms and inadequate roads might allow a 
leak to continue for days or weeks, either 
undetected or unreachable.
In addition, the Ninemile Valley is 
home to a.host of wildlife species, including 
bull trout, bald eagles, and a pack of gray 
wolves. Since petroleum product spills are 
inherently unpredictable, the effect on any 
species is difficult to quantify but could be 
enormous. Pipeline regulations are far from 
comprehensive, and most monitoring is left 
to the company itself. YPL admits that 
"small" leaks -  less than 15 barrels per hour 
-  could not be seen by its leak detection sys­
tem. (They could, theoretically, be prevented 
with pipeline testing technology that YPL 
plans to use.)
Local residents have other concerns 
as well. One is the integrity of Yellowstone 
Pipeline Company, particularly in the area 
of property rights. Because YPL runs a com­
mon carrier pipeline, it can exercise eminent. 
domain privileges—in other words, it has 
the authority to forcibly take private prop­
erty for the pipeline, provided the owner is 
"reasonably compensated." Local realtors,
’ concerned that property values will drop if 
the pipeline is installed, are organizing 
against it. 0
Valleys Preservation Council, a citi­
zens' group from the Ninemile-Frenchtown
. 13
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area, claims that no need for the pipeline ex- cade pipeline. (All of these options, of course, 
ists, Montana is a net exporter of petroleum, have their own environmental impacts, 
they say, so the Billings refineries can in- which have not been studied in depth.) YPL 
crease their supply of oil within Montana, counters that it has long-term contracts to 
Spokane markets, they claim, can be served supply Spokane markets, and will continue 
by other routes: an existing pipeline through to deliver gasoline there even if it mea’ns.con- 
Salt Lake City, barges from the west up the tinuing rail and truck transport. .
Columbia River, or a proposed cross-Cas- ;
Gold on the Blackfoot
by Sanjay Talwani
The $1.4 billion mine planned at the 
headwaters'of Montana's Blackfoot 
River will pour its first ounce of gold 
around the turn of the millennium if 
the permitting process stays on 
track, according to mine spokesmen 
and environmental groups.
The Montana Department of Environ sidered too low-grade for mining. Seven-Up mental Quality's (DEQ) draft Environ- Pete has repeatedly stated that cyanide, acid 
mental Impact Statement (EIS), first sched- and toxic heavy metals such as arsenic will 
uled for release in March, is expected by the not leak from the heap-leach pads or tail- 
end of 1997. The extra time is needed for ings piles into the Blackfoot, made famous 
the state to further examine the economic in Norman Maclean's A  River Runs Through 
and environmental complexities of the It.
eight-square-mile McDonald project, the "I'm confident there will be no leaks,"
largest open-pit gold mine in Montana his- said Johnson.
tory. ' But cyanide has leaked before. The
After public comment, the DEQ will Summitville mine near Del Norte, Colorado, 
present a final decision and EIS around mid- which used 'a similar leaching process, 
1998. Assuming the state Land Board a p -' leaked cyanide into downstream farmland, 
proves the plan, Seven-Up Pete Joint Ven- The mine closed in 1992 after six years of 
ture, a project of . Phelps Dodge and C an-. operation and is now a Superfund site. In 
yon Resources, will begin removing over north-central Montana, Pegasus Corpora- 
half a billion tons of rock and dirt from its tion was fined $37.2 million last year for con- 
site eight miles north of Lincoln near Route taminating water with runoff from its 
200. Zortman-Landusky Gold Project. That mine
Explosives, 190-ton trucks, and cya- won approval in October for a 772-acre ex- 
nide spray will extract 3.7 million ounces pansiom ; .
of gold. Depending on price fluctuations, "In the state of Montana there are no
the mine could move as much as 980 mil- cyanide heap-leach mines that have not had 
lion tons of earth, according to Larry discharges in violation of their permit," said 
Johnson, project geologist with Seven-Up Bonnie Gestring of Montana Environmen- 
Pete. " ' . . • tal Information Center.
The cyanide heap-leach process en- Environmental groups fear that leaks
ables miners to extract minuscule amounts from the mine will hurt the threatened bull 
of gold and .silver from ore formerly con- trout and ruin a world-class fishery. The dust
Camas — Spring 199714
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from grinding ore and noise 
and fumes of machinery could 
affect this sensitive, wildlife- 
rich area ten miles south of the 
Scapegoat Wilderness. Area.
But Johnson says the 
Beale Mountain mine near 
Anaconda has a record so clean 
that wildlife has actually in­
creased in the area. Cutthroat 
trout numbers have increased 
and the.trout have moverd up­
stream toward the mine since 
it opened. The operation at 
Beale Mountain, nearly identi­
cal to the McDonald project, 
has also cleaned up after old, 
messier mines.
After the 12- to 18-year 
productive, life of the mine, 
Seven-Up Pete's plan calls for 
up to 20 years of reclamation. 
Groundwater will fill the main 
pit, making a lake that Seven- 
Up Pete hopes will be used for 
recreation such as swimming ’ 
and boating.
"We fully expect that 
when it fills up with water 
we'll pull up a truck full of fish 
and dump them in and they'll 
be perfectly fine," said 
Johnson.
Some locals fear the 
boom-bust economy of mining 
towns w ill ruin Lincoln's- 
small-town atmosphere, while 
others say that Montana needs 
the revenue the mine will pro­
vide. In February, an economic 
report from Seven-Up Pete 
touted the mine's economic 
benefits to the region, includ­
ing $60 million for the School 
Trust Fund. *
"It's kind of ironic that 
those dollars are already ear­
marked for Butte College of 
Mines," said Bonnie Gestring 
of Montana Environmental In­
formation Center (MEIC) in
-the best cookies in town.
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Helena, referring to funds destined for Mon- quire gold because of its malleability and 
tana Tech. near-perfect conductivity of heat and elec-
In January, a University of Washing- tricity, according to the Washington, D.C.- 
ton study commissioned by the. group • based Gold Institute. An ounce of gold can 
Blackfoot Legacy predicted that environ- be pressed into a wire five miles long and 
mental damage would lower property val- the metal never corrodes. Fast computers, 
ues and hurt the tourism, industry, adding telephone jacks and space suits all 
up to a net economic loss for the state. contain gold.
The price of gold, which has dropped Johnson fears that the public has mis-
nearly ten percent since the McDonald mine conceptions about modern gold mining, 
was first proposed in 1994, is not expected "People know historical mining," he said, 
to .change the mine's timetable. Gold mar- "But we do not mine today the way-we 
kets continue to grow in developing nations-, , mined 50 or even .20 years ago...I've been 
particularly China, where jewelry is prized camping at the Aspen Grove campground 
as 3 luxury item as well as a strong invest- [near the McDonald project] my whole life, 
ment, said Gestiring. I ain't up here to mess it up." .
High-tech industries increasingly re- /. . :
Bison Slaughter
. ’ ; by Tim Westby Jjjj
Yellowstone Park and Montana 
State Livestock officials have slaugh­
tered over 1,100 bison this winter as 
the animals wandered out of thepark 
in search of food. Some bison were 
; infected with brucellosis and pose a 
threat to Montana's livestock industry.
Brucellosis, which can occur in many spe­cies of animals from bears to rodents, can 
cause pregnant animals to abort. In humans, 
brucellosis is known as undulant fever and 
causes symptoms 
like headaches, 
jo in t problefns, 
muscle aches and 
weight loss.
State and
Eark officials have lamed each other 
for poor manage­
ment practices.
The animals rights 
group, Fund for 
Animals, took out 
an ad in USA To­
day calling for a 
boycott of Mon­
tana. A coopera­
tive of 40 Native 
American tribes offered to take the bison 
onto their reservation for quarantine.
drawing by Ian lAcduskey
Some people wonder if there is a real 
threat to cattle in the first place. There has 
never been a documented case of a wild bi­
son transmitting the disease to cattle. The
park 's elk also 
carry the disease 
in much greater 
numbers and are 




the National Park 
Service adopted 
v a  hands-off man­
agement policy 
for w ildlife 
w i t h i n  
Y e l l o w s t o n e . 
Since then bison 
numbers have in­
creased nearly 
ten-fold and frequently migrated outside the 
park in search of food during the winter
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months. Yellowstone officials to keep bison inside the
This winter's bison slaughter is not a park. Without the disease-rree status, Mon- 
new occurrence, but it is the largest in re- tana ranchers would have to subject their 
cent years. The previous record was 569 bi- cattle tQ expensive testing before shipping 
son m the winter of 1988-89. This year's them out of state.
heavy snowfall was followed by severe cold State and federal officials are waiting
snaps which turned the deep snow hard as for an environmental impact statement due 
concrete and made it almost impossible for. out this summer as a possible source of so- 
even the bison to break through and find lutions. In thei meantime, as winter lingers, 
food. Montana and the park service are using he-
In 1985, the Animal and Plant Health licopters to Scare the animals back into the 
Inspection Service (APHIS), a branch of the park.
Department of Agriculture, declared Mon­
tana "bru cellosis-free" and ordered : .  ̂ ^ '
Whirling Disease Strikes Again
by Benjamin Romans *
First Quarter 1997/  Volume 2  / Issue 1 / $4 .00  .
^ Jlie % Voribm tth d o ilectio n
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ROck Greek has recently joined a list of 40 Montana lakes; and streams that have 
been infected with whirling disease. Mon­
tana Department of Fish,. Wildlife, and Parks 
(FWP) fishery managers reported in Febru­
ary that whirling disease has caused Rock 
Creek rainbow trout populations to drop 
from 628 fish per square mile in 1989 to only 
' 136. : V.:. -V-:- :;' :0
Montana FWP biologists have been 
monitoring the declining population for sev­
eral years but had attributed the problem to 
stream-flow difficulties.
Whirling disease was finally recog­
nized when 51 of the 61 rainbow trout from 
the East Fork tributary tested positive for the 
disease. Last November, 17 rainbow trout 
from the upper main stream were tested. All 
17 were infected.
Whirling disease, a parasite believed 
to have originated in Europe, has no cure. It 
primarily attacks young rainbow trout> 
which make up 80 percent of the fish popu­
lation in Rock Creek. When a diseased trout 
dies, the parasite spores are released and at­
tach themselves to aquatic worms. When the 
young trout consume the worms, they be­
come infected and the cycle starts over.
In an effort to combat the spread of 
the parasite, anglers are encouraged to wash 
waders frequently, empty boats away from 
water, and not transfer plants or fish from 
one river to another. Montana FWP officials 
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by Emily Cousins
photographs by Marina Weatherly
■ fter walking 600 miles from South Dakota, Brock Conway was relieved to see the three 
conical buttes of the Sweet Grass 
Hills appear on the horizon. 
Conway, a Lakota / Blackfeet, and 
his group of twenty marchers had 
trekked for 15 days under the 
scorching June sun, each day 
bringing more exhaustion and ach­
ing muscles...
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Khe long strips of wheat fields and the dry, north-central Montana terrain 
seemed, to stretch ahead forever. But when 
Conway caught sight of the hills, he knew 
the sacrifice was worth it. . He and his fel­
low marchers had walked the hundreds of 
miles to protest a gold mine planned for the 
hills that threatens not only local water 
sources, but tribal religious traditions as 
well. ‘ ‘ '
When Conway led the group to their 
final camp at the base of the hills, tribal 
members and local ranchers gathered, to 
honor their arrival. Tribal elders told 
Conway that he had counted coup on the 
enemy. In Native American tradition, the 
most honored warriors are' those who touch 
their opponents with their coup sticks and 
walk away. Conway explained that with the 
protest march, "I tapped the miner on the 
head to let him know we're here.";
. That tap was part of a constant bar­
rage aimed at stopping Minnesota miner E, 
K. Lehmann from constructing an open pit 
mine on public lands in the Sweet Grass 
Hills. Lehmann and hiis associates claim that 
the 1872 Mining Act gives them the right to * 
mine on U.S. Bureau of Land Management 
(BLM) land, V
Historically, mines have divided 
Montana communities. Even today, the 
towns of Whitehall and Lincoln debate min­
ing jobs versus the environment. But things 
are different when the subject is the Sweet 
Grass Hills. A recent BLM study reported 
that 99.9% of community members oppose 
mining in the Sweet Grass Hills. Local 
ranchers and tribal governments have risen 
to this challenge and joined together to pro­
tect the sacred Sweet Grass Hills.
1 I 1 hough you can see the Sweet Grass Hills 
JL from 100 miles away, there is no easy 
way to get into them. One Or two dirt roads 
hug the base of the buttes, but come in the 
wrong season and these roads turn into 
greasy slicks of thick mud. There are no
parking lots waiting at trailheads or mark­
ers that guide the way for hikeris. M ost of 
the access crosses over private land, and you 
either have to know the territory or ask a 
rancher for directions. .
We showed up attheM eisner's ranch 
just as night was falling. Like most ranches 





Meisner in his 
m o  d e s t 




that I was 
driving a low- 
bottomed car 
instead of a 
truck, he 
agreed to lead 
us into the 
East Butte.
Meisner is a 
relative new­
comer in the 
hills. He has 
spent only 42 • 
of his 82 years 
here, while, 
many of the other families settled in three 
or four generations ago. Despite their short 
tenure, he and his brothers have developed 
a very successful operation.
As we followed Meisner's pickup 
toward the East Butte, I saw just a fraction 
of their spread. He lead us through one bi­
son pasture, two .cattle pastures and then 
down into a snowy creek bottom where my 
car got stuck on the rocky bed. As we dis­
lodged the car, Meisner told me about the- 
black bears that roamed the hills just 15 years 
ago. Finally, his pickup tugged my car out 
of the creek and dragged it up a steep,
20 ■ Camas — Spring 1997
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wooded incline where he stopped abruptly. Montana gold mines indicate, the cyanide 
Here s a good place to camp/' he said. "If frequently leaks, contaminating surface and 
you don't come out in three days, I'll come groundwater; In the Sweet Grass Hills, 
looking for you." heavy spring run-off would quickly carry
. Tucked in the cleft of East Butte, it the cyanide downstream. Soon the Wolerys 
was easy to forget the plowed, irrigated would no longer be able to count on safe 
world below. But when I hiked to the top of water for crops and livestock, 
the butte the next morning, I was reminded "You can haul drinking water, but
that the hills you can't haul water for cattle," said Janine's 
are an archi- husband Dan. "I am not completely anti- 
pelago of mining if they could mine without ruining 
w ilderness the water. But you don't see that anywhere 
in a sea of else in the state." \ ;
cultivation. The Wolerys! worst fears were con-
From the firmed when they took a tour of the Golden 
3,000 foot Sunlight mine in Whitehall, Montana. The 
rise, I could mine consumed most of the mountain top 
see the or- and nearby residents told of heavy pollu- 
d e r e d , tion in Boulder Creek. "They had massive 
p l a n t e d  ore trucks driving up and down all day," 
fields stretch said Janine. "The blasting in the mine was * 
for a hum  so strong, it made cracks in walls five miles 
dred miles away. The miners never tell anyone about 
in each di- all of that, how-it affects the quality of life ."k 
rection. The People who live near the Sweet Grass
r a n c h e r s  Hills make their living off the land. Known 
work the flat as the Golden Triangle, the region supplies 
land hard, Montana with sixty percent of its wheat and 
but they barley harvest. That agricultural economy 
cher ish the . could not be sustained if the water* table was 
wild refuge ruined. "The mine isn't going to last long, 
of the hills, but the damage will;" said Arlo Skari, a lorig- 
They hunt, time rancher and coordinator of the Sweet 
camp and find solace in the cool forest. Per- Grass Hills Protective Association. Local 
haps most important, these farmers receive residents have opted for the relative secu- 
their water supply. rity of farming's fickle changes oyer the
That's why rancher Janine Wolery boom and bust cycle of mining, 
opposes- the mine. Her greatgrandfather At first, some of the ranchers in this
came to the Sweet Grass Hills with, one of white enclave were reluctant to join forces 
the first cattle drives out of Texas, The ranch with the tribes to protect the Sweet Grass 
he started lies just three miles down the Hills' water supply. "They were afraid the 
drainage from where Lehmann plans to BLM would give the land back to the Indi­
place his heap leach operation. ans," said Skari.
Heap leaching involves piling mas- When it became clear that the tribes
sive mounds of ore into a leach pad and simply wanted to protect the hills and main- 
drenching them with cyanide to separate the tain their access to the BLM lands, all but a 
gold from the ore. As the mishaps of other few local families joined in support of the
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tribes. Now, thanks to Skari's leadership; ; 
ranchers and tribal members attend each 
other's meeting and exchange information 
and mailing lists. Some ranchers even at­
tended a recent Pipe Ceremony held by the 
tribes. .
"They make it seem like Indians 
want to stop the mine because of sacred 
land and we just want to because of water. 
But we all care about each other's issues/' 
said Janine Wolery,
"I don't believe in their religion;". 
added Dan Wolery, .
"But we havi? free­
dom of religion in 
this country."
I n d e e d ,  
the tribes' asser­
tion that a gold 




ment rights may 
help save the hills.
As hills rancher 
Elsie Demarest put 
it, "We live in strange and wonderful times. 
The Berlin Wall is down, the Soviet Union 
is- gone, and the Indians have come to res­
cue the cowboys:" / V ; -
If you look closely, you. can.see signs of Native American prayer throughout the 
Sweet Grass Hills. Willow frames of sweat 
lodges and pine trees laden with the col­
ored cloth of tobacco offering are nestled 
within the folds of canyons and creek bot­
toms. For years, local ranchers have re­
spected these sites and told their children 
to leave them alone. Flikers have camped 
near them without disturbing them. Yet it 
is often difficult for non-Natives to fully un­
derstand what the hills mean for the many 
tribes who hold them sacred. :
Just as the hills-define the horizon 
here on the plain, they have shaped the tra­
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ditions of the Chippewa-Cree, Blackfeet,
• Mandan, Arikara, Assiniboine, Gros Ventre,. 
Salish, Kootenai, and Northern Cheyenne 
and their ancestors. For millennia, tribal 
members have traveled to the hills to make 
solitary vision quests or to gather for cer­
emonies. Aerial photographs of the Sweet 
Grass Hills reveal two to three thousand tee­
pee rings etched by centuries of Sun Dances.
Many of the tribes yvho use the Sweet 
Grass Hills were enemies in pre-reservation 
days, but the hills comprised a neutral zone
in .Which no one 
could be attacked. 
"Nobody messed 
with you if you 
said you were 
going to the 
Sweet Grass 
H ills," ex- 
p 1 a i *n e d 
C h i p p e w a -  
Cree member 
Don Good 
Voice. As long as 
people did not 
carry weapons, it 
was clear they had come to pray.
Tribal myths further illustrate the 
unique nature of the hills. When Scarface, 
the hero of many Blackfeet myths, set out to 
find the home of Creator Sun, he fasted in • 
the hills and the spirit of one of the buttes; 
came to him and told him hpw to proceed 
with his journey. The Chippewa-Cree be­
lieve that the hills are where the Creator be­
gan remaking the world after the great flood. 
They also say that when millions of buffalo 
were, killed in the nineteenth century, they 
descended into a large cave in the hills' West 
Butte, a belief underscored by the fact that 
the hills were one of the last areas the buf­
falo remained before their near demise.
Contemporary stories reveal that the 
power of the hills is not a thing of the past. 
"One of our fellow tribesman was going up 
there to fast a little while ago," said Good
Camas —: Spring 1997
"We live in strange and won­
derful times. The Berlin Wall is 
down, the Soviet Union is 
gone, and the Indians have 
come to rescue the cowboys." 
—rancher Elsie Demarest
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Voice. ''And he stopped at this.old timer's 
ranch to ask him directions to the West Butte. 
The old man told him how to get there jand 
then said, 'So, you're going there’ to fast, 
huh?' And the guy said> 'Yeah, I'm going to 
fast.' And the rancher said, 'Before you go 
up there, could I ask you a favor? When you 
. get there, could you ask those Spirits to come 
down and give me some rain for my crops?' 
The guy said, 'Yeah, sure.' So he went up 
there and sure enough, he mentioned that 
poor farmer who wanted some water on his 
crops. And he prayed for him. Well, that guy 
got all the water he.Wanted. That old man 
was really thankful when the guy came 
down. He said, 'Tell, those fellas up there I 
said,'Thank you."'
' ''To me," Good Voice continued, "that 
was like a small, small example of the power 
of those mountains. You ask for something 
as simple as water, as simple as rain, and 
you get it. Just think what we could ask if 
we were serious, as human beings, going 
over there to ask for peace."
/ Pat Chief Stick knows what the Sweet 
Grass H ills can give to humans. A 
Chippewa-Cree elder from the Rocky Boy 
reservation, Chief Stick is an outspoken op­
ponent of the mine. He hesitates to talk 
about the hills with non-Natives for fear the* 
knowledge will be misused, but he also 
wants them to realize how central the.hills: 
are to his tribe. One snowy afternoon, over 
coffee and cigarettes at the Rocky Boy Hous­
ing office, he said "up there in the Sweet 
Grass Hills, there are certain designated ar­
eas where we go to perform our 
ceremonials." /
. During those ceremonies, the hills 
give the Chippewa-Cree essential compo­
nents of their tradition. For instance, when 
they fast in the Sweet Grass Hills, the hills 
repay, that sacrifice by giving* the people 
spiritual power, endowing them with the 
strength to heal illnesses or face life's Chal­
lenges. The hills also give over 350 plants of 
medicinal and ceremonial use. Perhaps most
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important, the hills give the Chippewa-Cree 
the songs they use in their sweat-lodge cer­
emonies, songs that allow them to'commu­
nicate with the spirits. "Those songs are not 
composed," Chief Stick stressed. "They are 
spiritual songs." - , / /
A massive mining project, however, • 
could drive the spirits from ; the hills. 
Assiniboine Chief John Snow once described 
the tragic consequences of abusing the land: 
"If an area is destroyed, marred or polluted, 
my people say, the spirits will leave there. 
If pollution continues, not only animals, 
birds and plant life will disappear, but the 
spirits will also leave. This is one of the great­
est concerns of Indian people." . -
. With the spirits gone, the ceremonies 
would suffer. It's like when yo\I make medi­
cine to cure someone," said Good Voice. " If  
you are missing one ingredient, it won't 
work. That's how it is with the Sweet Grass 
Hills. Our medicine, Ceremonies, prayers^- 
without the Hills, none of i f  will be as effec­
tive.'" ’ . • . . •j ■ ’ : • ;" . • • .. ’
Miner E.K.Lehmann says he will try to avoid digging near especially signifi­
cant sites> like the Devil's Cave in East Butte. 
But protecting a few vision spots while min­
ing the rest of the hills does little to soLve' 
the problem, since the spirits of the land are 
interconnected. "These hills are not just sa­
cred in one place: Every bit of those moun­
tains are sacred," Chief Stick said simply. 
"What would those guys do in the Holy 
Land if we .went up there and started dig­
ging? They'd run us off like a bunch of 
scared rabbits." . . . . - v
Like many non-Natives, however, 
Lehmann sees this as an issue of private 
property rights instead of religious freedom. 
"I don't impose my religion on them. I don't 
expect them to impose theirs on my private 
property/' he said. "The.tribes sold the land. 
They are out of it." y  . . .
The Supreme Court has drawn simi­
lar conclusions. In a number of cases, the
23
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Court has refused to uphold .that the devel­
opment or pollution of sacred sites prevents 
Native Americans from sustaining their re­
ligion. These rulings have so damaged Na­
tive First Amendment rights that Congress 
passed the American Indian Religious Free­
dom Act in 1978 arid President Clinton is­
sued The Sacred Sites Executive Order in 
1996. r
Tribal governments have turned to 
these provisions to help preserve the Sweet 
Grass Hills. Although neither the 1978 act 
nor the executive order can override the 
1872 Mining Act, the government must take 
religious rights into account when generat­
ing land management policies.
The Sweet Grass Hills coalition has 
already seen results. Until the early 1990's, 
the BLM welcomed mining in the hills. 
Thanks to pressure from the tribes and 
ranchers, the BLM issued a new manage­
ment plan in April, 1996 that prohibits min­
ing on all 19,000 acres of public land in the 
hills. *
"This is precedent setting," said Ri­
chard Hopkins, BLM Area Manager. "The 
BLM has taken the position that Native 
American religious values and potable wa­
ter are more important than the 1872 mining 
act. That is probably a first." .
Nonetheless, Lehmann has the right 
to mine on public lands because he filed his 
claims before the BLM created its 1996 man­
agement plan. Once a temporary morato­
rium on mining ends in August 1997, he 
hopes to begin the heap leach process.
With the retirement of Congressman 
Pat Wi!liams> a champion of the Sweet Grass 
Hills, the coalition of miners and ranchers is 
pressuring Senator Max Baucus and Interior 
Secretary Bruce Babbitt to support a buy-out 
of Lehmann's claims or a trade for other BLM 
lands.
If a solution is not found, said Duncan 
Standing Rock, a member of the Chippewa- 
Cree Tribal Council, "it means that there is 
no such thing as religious freedom for Indian 
people. America-that's supposed to be what 
it's all about. But Indians are riot , the only 
ones who are going to lose. All of north cen­
tral Montana will be a toxic waste dump. 
There is a lot at stake."
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The first time I visited the Otter 
. Creek Ranch, I was a'horseback. 
Somehow, then, the small white 
house and stone-foundation barn 
were easy to find.
Perhaps riding helped, for the rolling grasslands below the Crazy Mountains 
of Montana are horse country—wide and 
open. The thick grass muffles trotting 
hooves. Willows blanket the stream banks. 
Summer thunderheads leave wispy trails as 
they roll over the snow , peaks, like gauze 
. catching on the prongs of a comb.
In the summer, purple lupine, yellow 
clover, and red paintbrush dot each hill like 
the top of a cupcake. And on a clear day, if a 
. cowboy reins his horse on the zenith of one 
of the mesas that slope into the shadow of 
the Crazies, and if he stands tip-toe in his 
stirrups, he can spot the Beartooth 
Mountains—plus some 200 miles towards
the Wyoming Big Horns. Then sweeping 
east, the horizon flattens to the wrinkles of 
the Montana plains, a. sea of khaki-colored 
wheat grass, broken only by coulees and the 
elbows of eroded ridgelines. To the north, 
the dusty blue peaks of the Bull Mountains 
and the Little and Big Snowies stretch across 
the horizon like an ancient stone wall, solid 
in parts, fallen in others.
"It's a pretty clean country where a 
man can see a long way/' Spike Van Cleve 
wrote in his book of memoirs, 40 Years' 
Gatherin's, "and have something to see." The. 
Van Cleve family has lived in this area for 
over a hundred years, on a ranch that 
stretches southwest of the small town of
26 Camas — Spring 1997
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trail, pick a zig-zag down the ridge, drop just 
after the big rock, and then hit a spankin' 
trot about two and a half hours when you 
hit the flat.''
And with only one dirt road that 
snakes 30 miles into the canyon, traveling 
by horse is a necessity. On the Van Cleve 
ranch, the old saying it's "their way or the 
highway" takes on a slightly different twist.
In 1934, Spike Van Cleve brought his new bride, Barbara, to live at the dude ranch. 
He had dropped out of Harvard University. 
"Lots of men have Harvard degrees," he 
used to say, "but only I have Barbara." From 
that year Until his death in 1982, the two 
were complete partners.. "Nothing and no 
one .came before Barbara," Spike wrote in 
his second book of memoirs, A  Day Late and 
a Dollar Short. . •’
The couple spent that first winter in 
a two-room log cabin with a budget of $13. 
The snows began to fly in early fall; by the 
first of the new year, the deer, coyotes, and 
other animals had withdrawn to lower coun­
try. Spike explained, "...we were completely 
alone except for a couple of saddle horses, a* 
cow, an old three-legged cat that had wan­
dered in and taken up a claim...."
Barbara canned peas; carrots, rad­
ishes, and lettuce that she had grown in the 
garden. While Spike wandered the moun­
tains, hunting and setting traps, Barbara 
baked and churned butter from the milk 
cow. They hauled water from the creek and 
split Wood for heat, And she spent heir days 
alone, a town-raised girl plunked back into 
the mountains a few weeks after her mar­
riage. "The hardest part was the loneliness," 
Barbara told me, when I  visited with her in 
her Otter Creek home last January. '
As we sat and spoke about her life 
and first years of her marriage to Spike, Mrs. 
Van Cleve would leave her chair occasion­
ally to stir up her fire or warm my coffee. 
She would’then sit again, pulling her wool
27
Melville several thousand acres into the can­
yon- of Big Timber Mountain. In 1922, the 
Van Cleve family began inviting dudes to 
their ranch, making it one of the first guest 
ranches in the West. : ‘ • _
They constructed the guest cabins 
and lodge several miles into BigTimber Can­
yon where the cliff walls are carpeted with 
douglas fir and climb almost vertically. The 
cliffs are so steep, in fact, that it takes a rider 
nearly 45 minutes of switchbacks to scale 
them; then he must pause, loosen his cinch, 
and let his pony get its wind back.
v It was in this canyon that I first met 
the Van Cleve family when I hired on as a 
horse hand. I was in the saddle seven days 
a week—maybe in a car three times, total.
Distances, on the Van Cleve ranch, 
are measured by the number of hoursi it takes 
to trot on one of their long-legged thorough­
bred/quarter horses. Directions to a cow 
pasture generally sound something like: 
"Work down the draw then turn up the cow
Camas —  Spring 1997
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sweater around her thin shoulders. "Is it too The saloon still stands, but its boards are 
hot?" she asked. "Some people say that I warped and stained grey by the weather, 
keep it too hot in here." When I visited last January, snow
But it wasn't too hot. Even if it were, drifts blew across the unplowed road and 
I wouldn't blame her. During her second piled into the 
winter in the canyon, the temperature didn't corner s of
peak above minus 20 degrees for two d o o r w a y s . 
months. From November to mid-March, the The only 
sun never topped the south ridge until at tracks were 
least 11:00 am and then dropped behind it those of the 
again by one or two in the afternoon. They school bus's 
had to take the potatoes and vegetables chained tires, 
from the root cellar and sleep with them in r T h e .
bed to prevent frostburn. . \ v. school is one
- Not only did Barbara have to adapt of only four 
to the isolation and weather, but she also rural schools 
had to care for her newborn babies. During in Sweet Grass 
the second year in the canyon, she gave . County; i t s ; 
birth to her daughter, Barby. Her son Tack eight grades 
arrived 13 months later. She would thaw i n s t r u c t 
water to Wash her babies, then she Would around 16 stu- 
bathe, then Spike, arid finally, she would use dents.. Two of 
the water to scrub the cabiri. 'T d never met those students 
anyone," Spike said, "that could stretch out are Mrs . Van 
the use of water like Barbara." Cleve's great-
. I recall sitting-across from Mrs. Van grandsons. Af- 
Cleve in the cabin, over 50 years after she ter school, 
first learned to conserve .every drop of wa- they ran to the wood pile where they had 
ter. It was the end of summer and with my stashed a plastic sled. Standing by the win-
saddle and bedroll packed, I was drawmg dow> Mrs. Van Cleve pointed. The smaller
my season's wages. With a sharp pencil, she one balanced on the sled, while the other
neatly marked the sum of my wages against pulled, little boots skidding on the ice and 
my expenses at the ranch store. "You didn't chin tucked like a draft horse straining 
spend very.much," she said. "That's good, against the yoke. .
That's a good way to be." ' "They're lucky," Mrs, Van Cleve said.
• "City kids come home from school, let them-
In 1937, Spike and Barbara moved into’the selves in With a key...." She shook her head old saloon of Melville that they converted slowly, letting the gesture and the silence 
into a hous£. Barbara remembers the win- finish her point. Then the corners of her 
ters in town with nostalgia. She speaks mouth turned slightly up and the comers of 
fondly of days spent at the frozen lake, her eye$ creased. ."Look," she pointed again, 
keeping a fire with the other women, while' The two boys had positioned the sled on the 
the children skated. At its peak, the town crest of a hill and were both sitting in it, rock- 
claimed around 25 people with several ing back and forth, trying to teeter it into 
homestead ranches in the vicinity. Today, motion.,' .
less than a dozen families live in the area. . While raising her four children—
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Barby, Tack, Shelly, and Carol—Mrs. Van 
Cleve insisted that the family work together, 
read, and enjoy each other's conversation. 
"We didn't allow television during the kid's
grade school," 
she said. "I al­
ways tried to 
share time 
with them, to 









M om?" Tack 
asked. He had 
been trying to 
strike a match 
against his 




silver mustache; it bobbed with every word. 
"The hand that rocks the cradle rules the 
world."
She nodded, then leaned towards m e.' 
"I feel Very strongly about women's rights." 
Her daughters grew up riding arid roping 
alongside cowboys. .And Mrs: Van Cleve 
explained . that "ranch women .are 
equals...they're partners...lots, of times I 
would have to finish the cleaning arid house­
work so I could ride with Spike and work 
the stock." But sh$ feels, that the .women's 
liberation movement has gone too far.
"The standard of living is not as im­
portant as a close family," she told me. She 
believes that working mothers strive to pro­
vide their children with a large house, or a 
television and VCR, or expensive toys. 
"Look at the toys for sale today,", she de­
mands. "So much money—for what?"
Time. Hard work. Mrs, Van Cleve be­
lieves that these elements forge family 
bonds. "On a ranch," she said, "kids have 
room to play, animals to tend, and responsi­
bility." I remember one Fourth of July when 
her horse crew went to town for the rodeo 
and forgot to water a pen of horses, Mrs. Van 
Cleve's daughters, Carol and Barby, nearly 
fired the crew on the spot. "Whatever you 
do to these animals," Barby screamed, "you 
do to our family."
I've never forgotten that lesson. ,
While traveling to her Otter Creek home this last January, my pickup nearly 
swerved off the road. I had to gas it to punch 
through snow drifts. And,the whole land 
had been changed from my memories, of. 
summer horse trips. A wall of grey snow 
clouds pressed down against the hilltops. A 
few clusters of cattle huddled in the willows 
or waited at pasture gates for the morning 
hay.. •; .’ ' • * . '  '■ .
The sijgn for the ranch had fallen and 
I passed the turn from the gravel county 
road to the Van Cleve dirt driveway. After 
four or five miles, I saw the next ranch and 
realized my error. So back again, through the 
snow, trying to steer the truck through the 
tracks I had just blazed:
Mrs. Van Cleve sees the local commu­
nity of family ranches as a nucleus, centered 
against a changing urban world. "The rich 
folks, Californians, cqme by and see our way 
of life and they want—how would you say?" 
"The peace of mind," Tack suggested. 
V .."Yes, but the quality too," she d£- 
cided. "They offer big money to buy out the 
old people, the ones who'Ve worked in this 
weather, feeding cows, farming. It's hard to 
turn down that kind of money." Rumor has 
it that the Van Cleve's dude ranch, the Lazy 
K Bar, has been offered a bid'of $3 million, 
But the price of a ranch, like its acreage, is 
considered impolite conversation. So I nod-
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ded. I know what she means. I've seen 
cowtown after cowtown transformed: Santa 
Fe, Prescott, Jackson, Crested Butte, 
Bozeman......
"I'm 83," Mrs. Van Cleve confides. "If 
I was smart I'd ‘sell out to.o. But I'm stub­
born—this is my home." She had been sit­
ting in her armchair, stroking a blind cat on 
her lap.
Barbara Van Cleve, her son Tack and 
her daughter Carol still operate the guest 
. ranch every summer. And in the winters, she 
lives in the small white house of the Otter 
Creek Ranch. Tack, a bachelor, lives in a 
house across the driveway,, and her daugh­
ter Shelly and husband live about a stone's 
throw up the hill in the other direction. 
Barby has a successful photography career 
in Santa Fe. But she too returns to the ranch. 
"It was such a hard winter this year," Mrs. 
Van Cleve said. "I didn't think everyone 
could make it home for Christmas." They 
did.
During our visit, Mrs. Van Cleve's 
two great-grandsons stomped into her 
house, unwrapped their scarves and shook 
the snow from their hair. She handed each a 
' ginger-snap cookie. The picture of Mrs. Van 
Cleve leaning down in her wool sweater, 
handing a cookie to the boys, their ears and 
noses burning rosy from the cold, and the 
coffee pot and frosted window in the back­
ground, resembled a Norman Rockwell 
painting; even as the moment occurred, it 
seemed to become fixed instantly into a vi­
sion of nostalgia. .
Mrs. Van Cleve's house is neatly 
decorated with antique furniture, like a dis­
play set in a history museum. Every arm­
chair is turned at just the right angle, every 
photo frame is hung straight, every'cup is 
set on a coaster. But the small details catch 
my attention and tell, another story. Every 
wall and every end table holds photographs 
of Mrs. Van Cleve's family. A large oil por­
trait of Spike hangs on the living room wall.
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He is squinting and grinning into the after­
noon sun. Behind him is the stone bam— 
the same bam that I rode to by horseback 
the first time I visited the Otter Creek Ranch.
That day the sun sloped at just the 
same angle. I rode a long-legged thorough­
bred, marked with the V-C brand. I had trav­
eled with Barby to pick up new colts and 
drive them back to the corrals in the can­
yon. The young horses stretched their legs 
like 5K runners easing into quick but steady 
pace. And with hoof fall sounding soft 
against the clover and timothy grass, with 
saddles creaking, and with sunset sliding 
into the Crazy Mountains, I felt sure that 
Spike was standing just like in his picture: 
looking into the sun, watching his horses 
fade into its light.
Next to the back door of the Otter 
Creek Ranch, Spike's yellow slicker, his 
chapsj, a halter, and a grain bucket hang on 
the pegs. Exactly as he left them 15 years ago.
By the end of our visit, the fire had 
warmed the house. The blind cat had fallen 
asleep. The great-grandchildren returned to 
their sled. They toted the plastic disc behind 
them, pausing to command the Aussie 
healer pup to stay on board. Mrs. Van Cleve 
had been watching them, still smiling—not 
with her mouth but with her eyes. I thanked 
her for the coffee and for the visit.
As I stepped again into the wind to 
return to my truck, Mrs. Van Cleve raised 
her arm and said, "Come back again...You 
know where to find us."
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"Too often scientists are afraid of 
admitting that they love nature; that 
it's an emotional thing."
—Michael Soule
It is a brilliant fall day outside the Forestry building at, the University of Montana. 
When Michael Soule walks in the room, my 
first thought is, "He looks more like my fa­
ther than the father of conservation biology."
With a lean stature and graying 
beard, Soule is much more unassuming and 
soft-spoken than I had expected. Fm not 
sure what I expected him to look like—per­
haps older, taller, more formal. I often for­
get that conservation biology is not that old.
In the late 1970s, Soule saw the need 
to provide the conservation movement with 
scientific tools. Or perhaps it was more the 
need to provide scientists with a way to 
communicate to the general public. "Too 
often scientists are afraid of admitting that 
' they love nature; that it's an emotional 
thing/'- Soule tells me. In response, he started 
conservation biology which strives to use 
science to protect and restore nature.
Michael Soule grew up in San Diego 
when the area was relatively undeveloped.
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He returned to the city in the 1970s to teach 
at the University of California. In the 1980s 
he took on the task of revitalizing the envi­
ronmental studies program at the Univer­
sity of Califomia-Santa Cruz. Soule has seen 
the effects of development on the California 
scrublands and is driven both to prevent fur­
ther destruction of the land, and to restore 
damaged habitats.
Soule was in Missoula, Montana in 
October to give a lecture on the current ex­
tinction crisis and his vision for the future. 
He explained that the current extinction rate 
is 500 times the normal rate. "Think about 
the extinction rate as the mortality rate for 
older white human males," he told the au- . 
dience. If the normal rate is 50 males per year 
and that rate is increased by 20, then the rate 
would be 1,000 per year. Using the actual 
increase of 500 times normal, the resulting 
mortality would be 25,000. "So is that some­
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Soule also spoke to the causes of this 
crisis. Human population growth is the root 
of the problem, blit other factors are in­
volved. Roads, technology and "bungalow 
blight" in the West are a few Soule discussed, 
"Don't we all.wish we could.have a sum­
mer cabin in the mountains?" Soule asks the 
audience.
Soule envisions a nation-wide network of regional ecological reserves. The re­
serves Would be planned by grassroots 
groups in touch with the local community's 
needs. The Wildlands Project oversees these 
'regional plans, offering advice and assis­
tance to the grassroots groups.
In this region, we have such a plan 
already. The Northern Rockies Ecosystem 
Protection Act (NREPA) was developed by 
the Alliance for the Wild Rockies, a conser­
vation group based in Missoula. NREPA, 
which has been introduced into Congress 
unsuccessfully, would connect major reserve 
areas (Yellowstone, Glacier, Cabinet/Yaak/ 
Selkirk, Hells Canyon, and Salmon) using 
corridors. These would allow migration of 
species, such as wolves and elk, to occur.
On this point, conservation biology 
is informed by island biogeography. Island 
biogeography studies the. distribution of 
species on islands. The idea that areas like 
national parks or wilderness areas, in which 
one group of animals lives isolated from 
other populations of the same animal, is also 
island biogeography.
National parks in the United States 
are usually isolated from other large natu­
ral areas by development. Those parks are 
essentially "islands" because the develop­
ment plays the same role on land as water 
does in the ocean,, preventing movement of 
most species beyond that park. This means 
respurces and habitat in the park are lim­
ited. Larger parks can hold more species be­
cause there are more resources, available. 
Smaller parks will have less species.In short, 
more small, isolated parks may not be help­
ing the wildlife which needs large, intact 
expanses of habitat.
Island biogeography tells us that we 
need to have larger parks and reserves. The 
regional plans, such as NREPA, use connect­
ing corridors as a way of expanding the re­
serves. Another feature of these plans is 
buffer zones. These are areas around the na­
tional parks, or reserves, where human ac­
tivities are limited to make the. transition 
between protected area and developed area. 
less severe.
NREPA also makes economic sense 
according to Michael Garrity, economist at 
the University of Utah. Garrity estimated 
that 2,120 restoration jobs would be created 
under the act. .Dr. Thomas Power, chairman 
of the economics department at the Univer­
sity of Montana, estimated that 1,400 tim­
ber jobs would be lost due to,the creation 
of-nine National Wildland Recovery Areas. 
His work shows that the job losses would 
be made up in five to twelve weeks, based 
oh the. current rate of job growth. Power's 
work shows the importance of tourism dol­
lars and money from people who retire in 
the region.
A major concern of many people 
when the question of wilderness and re­
serve plans arises is where people fit in. Set­
ting aside wilderness implies that humans 
are completely separate from nature and 
cannot coexist peacefully. In. his lecture, 
Soule did not fully address this issue. He 
did talk about people, but only conserva­
tionists, urging them to think on an ecologi­
cal time-scale and not to get discouraged 
that change was not occurring immediately. 
In my interview with him, he seemed very 
optimistic about human nature. People 
want to do right,, he said. The problem is. 
our technological society. "People are 
trapped in an industrial environment that 
seems to force them to do bad things," he 
said. .
Soule opened his lecture by announc­
ing the end of wilderness, just as Frederick 
Jackson Turner announced the end of the 
frontier one hundred years ago. The fron­
tier, however, did not end in 1890. Accord­
ing to the Census Bureau's definition, 132
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counties in 15 western states still qualify as 
"‘'frontier/' The only difference would be that 
the frontier is fragmented now, separated 
by urban areas. One could argue that we are 
not seeing the end of wilderness either—just 
the fragmentation of it. However, island bio  ̂
geography comes back into play here.. Is 
fragmented wilderness still wilderness? 
Soule's answer, and that of many other con­
servation biologists, would be "no." Yet, he 
still has hope. In a few decades, Soule says, 
all the land that can be protected will have
If you are intrigued by the subject of island 
biogeography, you can check out these 
books: - •
The Song of the Dodo: Island Biogeography in 
an Age of Extinction by David Quammen .
The Theory of Island Biogeography by Robert 
H. MacArthur and E.O. Wilson
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Reflections continued from p .5
This was one of the last regions of 
the continental U.S. to be settled, and justi­
fiably so. Gordy Jewett, with whom I built 
more miles of buck-and-pole fence than a 
healthy person can walk in several days, 
said that it was the last refuge of pioneers 
who couldn't get along with anyone, any­
where else. As the de­
scendant of these 
cranks, he was worried:
''I'm  not happy," he 
said, "unless I'm pissed 
off." That's about as en­
compassing a definition 
of local politics as I can 
find. Being an environ­
mentalist here, over a 
span of tw enty-odd 
years, is the art of stat­
ing your case while not 
getting slugged. But 
I've managed in both 
respects. Cold, muddy,, 
dry, buggy, contrary, ag­
gravating. Why do I live 
here? It may seem as if 
I'm trying to say that I 
love it here because 
most of you—of us— . 
would hate it.
True. I sprang 
from Dissenters who 
fled from England after inciting violence, 
who then became Mormons and fled from 
the States after inciting more violence. With 
those worthies I wholeheartedly took issue 
and fled, sans violence this time, beyond the 
frontiers of Zion. For generations, my fam­
ily made its own trouble. It's pure Darwin: 
I'm genetically difficult, and this country fits 
me like a glove.
The bottom line is 7,000 feet, above 
the productive limit of agriculture in the 
high temperate zone. The ranchers grow 
grass hay, which feeds those scourges: cows. 
We gardeners grow carrots, cabbage, peas, 
kale, turnips: the drudge crops of northern 
Europe. The native crops are grass seed, rab­
bits, and big game. It's too cold for wheat.
The top is nearly 14,000 feet. Humans 
can't live much higher than that, especially 
at this latitude. I worked up there, year- 
round/ collecting air quality samples. It's 
rough. Beauty, which this country has more 
of than food or warmth or money, is unfor­
giving. Beauty and fifty cents will buy you
coffee at- the M ini- 
Mart.
I quit the only 
fu lLtim e*w ith-ben- 
efits job I ever had, 
with the Forest Ser­
vice, because it 
seemed like prison. 
The woods should be 
v a reservoir of sanity, 
but the local ranger* 
district is the’ psycho 
ward of the National 
Forest System. After 
fifteen years of Forest 
Servitude, I believe 
that it's not because 
the human material is 
inferior. But the strain 
o f bridging the gap 
between paperwork 
and reality is too great 
for the average mind, 
and for the govern­
ment mind, im pos­
sible. The landscape iŝ  not amenable to 
small-souled rules and five-year plans. And 
the managers, if they care, go slowly nuts. 
But they still try to stay put until retirement. 
Happiness doesn't follow rules. Like this 
country, it ebbs and flows: you take it as it 
comes, or you get bullshit, nightmares, dust.
But above all, it's beautiful. And 
people, in defiance of the odds, want to re­
main.-
C.L. Rawlins is an editor-at-large for High 
Country News. He is also the author of A 
Ceremony on Bare Ground and Sky's Witness: 
A Year.in the Wind River Range. He lives in 
Boulder; Wyoming. •
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fu s t  before Christmas, I almost kissed a 
J  man in the atrium of the Orange Street 
Food Farm. He waited for me to come in 
with grocery bags in his arm, propping open 
the outer door with his boot, grinning—a 
large, hairy, middle-aged man. "Go on," he 
said, "it's colder out there than in here." He 
wanted to make sure I got hustled into the 
warm, donut-smelling air of the Food Farm 
as quickly as possible. It was damn cold out 
there. I'd forgotten my mittens. It had been 
months since a stranger did anything so 
kind. • 7
I'm  not so appreciative of the kind­
ness of strangers, usually. It's, just that I've 
recently relocated from Missoula to South 
Dakota, and I've been home visiting. Here's 
my return routine: I leave Missoula in the 
morning with a cup of Bernice's coffee, drive 
to my friend in Bozeman (stay as long as I 
can, walking every day through the cem­
etery on Pete's .Hill, imagining lives, espe-' 
cially women's lives, the Ones who died 
young: Mary, beloved daughter, b.1899 
d.1918), realize I must leave or lose my job, 
get the car jump-started, head toward Wyo­
ming, toward the plains, the Big Homs melt­
ing to the Black Hills to the Badlands to the 
berm of dirty snow around my rented yel­
low house in. South Dakota. Sigh heavily.
Nostalgia is such a deceitful emotion, 
so precious. Best kept private. So this is my 
way of a confession: In my mind the snow 
in Missoula is clean. The traffic is moderate 
and polite. I never catch the light at Malfunc­
tion Junction. There are no inversions. Ev­
eryone recycles With glee. Teenagers do not 
screech down Higgins Street shouting 
homophobic remarks out car windows. The 
man at the Orange Street Food Farm who 
sets out the vegetables does so with such 
exquisite love, tenderly extending the ca­
rrots like dancer's legs, pyramiding the 
mushrooms in elegant tiers, moistening the 
organic greens with a gentle spray of his 
hose.
Camas —  Spring 1997 . . . .
Sweet
Nostalgia
• by Jenny Flynn
Places, like people, can be too busy, 
too distracted to'let you care about them. 
Missoula—you can read that as a synecdo­
che for the Northern Rockies—let me. So I 
polish up my memories, hold them under 
my tongue, knowing they're lies, knowing 
there is truth in those lies, knowing they'll 
always be sweet.*
Flynn has an M.S. in Environmental Studies 
and an M.F.A. in Creative Writing from the 
Univerosty of Montana. She currently 
teaches on the Rosebud Reservation in South 
Dakota.
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f he northern plains are the home of the Pikuni Blackfoot people. I, in large part, 
am Pikuni Blackfoot. I say in large part be­
cause my ancestry goes also into Scotland 
and France; Hugh Munro, a.k.a. Rising 
Wolf, came among the Pikuni Blackfoot in 
1813 as an emissary for the Hudson's Bay 
Company of Canada. He was .15 years old 
when he arrived, in the northern plains, 
lived to be 98 and never once'returned to 
Montreal. His story is delineated in two 
books, Rising Wolf, The White. Blackfoot and 
Red Crow's Brother.
Munro, although he came from, a 
family of wealthy Montreal merchants, 
found another kind of wealth on the north­
ern plains and in the vast reaches of what is 
today Glacier NationalPark. He had blonde 
hair and blue eyes and he became, for .all 
intents and purposes, indigenous. He 
learned the language of the Pikuni, married 
into the tribe and established himself 
among the peoples.
The books are out of print now, but 
an effort should be made to have the books 
reprinted. These kinds of histories are im­
portant today' because there is so much ra­
cial division among the native peoples and 
the white mainstream. The mountains and 
sacred places of the northern plains and 
mountains must be recalled and taken seri­
ously by the people of today if we are to 
extricate ourselves from the current mind­
less quest for money and control that threat­
ens to destroy the very things that give life 
meaning to these places. The mountains are 
teachers. Munro, were he alive, would tell 
us that. * •






N ine months back in San Diego, and Tm still adjusting to the rhythm of seasons 
here. "W inter" seems to have been two 
weeks of rain in January. This morning I took 
a run through the local park. The tempera­
ture was in the low 60s, but itfelt warmer in 
the sun. Native plants lined the trails, bush 
sunflowers and black sage already in bloom. 
The songs of birds. filled the air—robins, 
sparrows, and brown towhees, mostly Jog­
ging the last steps up to my front door, I felt 
almost too hot.
I remember last winter in Missoula, 
the winter that would never end: shoveling, 
snow that had mounded in three-foot drifts 
from our *back door to the garage, biking 
down Van Buren on ten degree mornings. 
By March, I felt like I had earned the warmer 
days to come—reveryone felt that way—the 
new leaves on the maples, the birds that 
would return any day. Then the cold lasted 
into April, and even the old-timers won­
dered when spring would arrive.
I left in a U-Haul on Mother's Day 
and didn't reach spring until Southern Utah. 
San Diego was broiling under a May heat 
wave when I go there, and it's seemed like 
summer ever since. Now I hear that the 
Swan Valley is buried under 20 feet of snow, 
and I almost wish I were there.
Hogue has an M.F.A. from the University .of 
Montana and has published in Audubon
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/ ^ \ne June night, as I was coming down 
V^>/out of the Big Homs with my friend 
John Lane, we saw a light we didn't recog­
nize oft to the northeast. UFOs maybe, or a 
giant city that ftad been built in our two- 
week absence from town. We stopped the 
tmck and got out. In the stillness, we saw 
the Northern Lights— long shimmering 
bands of yellow and white pouring down 
from the top of the world, then racing back 
up. ' : ' ‘ • •
We stared. After a few minutes, we 
heard the rumbling of thunder from the 
southeast, and, turning, saw lig h tn in g - 
jagged, fierce bolts, some running' up and 
down> some back and forth across the-sky. 
We turned from one light to the other.
Next came singing. It wasn't the long 
howling singing of wolves—the last Big 
Horn wolf was shot in 1939. Rather,, it was 
the singing of coyotes—short, bright yips 
very close to laughter. There were so many
singers that the song took on a quality that 
seemed familiar, human.
As a part-time, rancher, I know that 
sheep need to be protected from coyotes but 
I can't help but feel sympathy for the clever 
dog. Coyote will find a way around every 
impediment—traps, poisons, guns, trucks, 
snowmobiles, airplanes. When night falls, 
no matter how hard the day, Coyote begins 
to sing. Coyote's song is "We are here; it is 
now." -  ; I • •
On the mountain, the coyotes' sing­
ing was both diffident and bold. There were 
so many different voices overlapping that 
the song arrived as flowing water tumbling 
down from the mountain over boulders and 
.around sharp bends. The water could not 
be held within the banks of the river. The 
Sound became a flood rising over the brushy 
banks and into the trees, making the leaves 
tremble, and finally disappearing into the 
sky. The sound carried everything with it, 
reminding us that we were all one.
• When the coyotes quit singing, John 
and I got back in the truck, started the en­
gine, and drove down the mountain into 
town.: ' * • ; '
Romtvedt writes and works a ranch in Buf­
falo) Wyoming.
drawing by Ian McCluskey 
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It's spring here in Montana, despite • 
the cold nights and snow flurries. And while 
many people are enjoying the first robin or 
tulips in their gardens, those of us who live 
in the Mission Valley are looking for baby 
. bison.
Bison are usually born between mid- 
April and mid-May. Young bison are a rusty 
red color, or buckskin, when born. They 
won't get their darker adult coat until they 
are about two or three months old, so it's ■ 
easy to tell the youngsters apart. That bright 
reddish coat is obvious against the worn- 
out tan of last year's grass and look even 
more festive against the brilliant green of 
fresh sprouts.
Older bison don't look as nice-this 
time of year. They are beginning to shed • 
their heavy winter coats and soon their hair 
hangs in tatters. To hasten shedding and 
possibly to relieve their itching skin, bison 
rub against large stones and trees. Much to 
the dismay of early railroad men, telegraph 
poles were a great attraction on the treeless . 
‘ plains. Installing sharp spikes did not dis­
courage this behavior either. Instead, it drew 
greater numbers of bison to rub against the 
poles. ; , V
A female bison, called a cow, nor­
mally has one calf each year. The calves can 
weigh from 35 to 80 pounds at birth. That 
may se e m  like an awfully big baby, but by 
the end of summer, bison calves will weigh 
from 150 to 400 pounds. And this is still a 
long way from their full adult weight of 
1000 to 2000 pounds. Calves are not bom 
with the hump that is characteristic of adult 
bison. This makes it easier for the calf to be 
bom. As the calf matures, bone grows up 
from the middle of-the. spine to form the 
backbone of the hump. Muscles are attached 
•from these bones to the head and neck. 
That's why bison are so strong up front. 
They use their head to sweep snow out of 
their way to find grasses to eat in winter.
As young bison grow, they run and
kick, stretching and strengthening their 
muscles in the playful manner of most baby 
animals. But sometimes adults will also run 
and kick in spring. Although a very large 
animal, bison are* fast and agile. They can 
reach speeds of up to 30 miles an hour and. 
can turn very quickly while running*. This is 
why Indian buffalo ponies were so highly 
prized - not every horse can keep up With a 
bison.
Bison can be extremely dangerous. A 
point to keep in mind is that if you leave wild 
animals alone, they will leave you alone. This 
is an important thing to remember, especially 
during the spring. Cows are extremely pro­
tective of their calves. They need to protect 
their small babies until the young are big 
enough to take care of themselves. And the 
cows don't understand that you don't intend 
to hurt them or. their calves.
It is a heartening sight to see a bison 
hercL At the turn of the century there were 
less than 300 bison left in the wild. Numbers 
once estimated between 30 and 60 million 
animals were reduced by meat and h id e . 
hunters, sport hunters> the military and dis­
eases. When people realized this magnificent 
symbol of the West was almost gone there 
was a great rush to protect the bison and 
bring them back. The National Bison Range, 
located on the Flathead Indian Reservation, 
was established in 1908 and was the first 
National Wildlife Refuge purchased for the 
protection of a wildlife species. Today there 
are from 350 to 500 bison on the range. A ' 
portion of the surplus numbers in 1996 was 
donated to establish bison herds on tribal 
reservations. There are more than 200,000 
bison in North American today, and while 
not as large as the great herds of the past, it 
is large enough to ensure the continued well­
being of bison. And the baby bison seen this 
spring are a guarantee for the future. So come 
enjoy the bison and celebrate spring at the 
National Bison Range.
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Although the weather is still unpre­
dictable in the Missoula valley, the signs of 
spring abound. Along with the increased 
chattering of birds, numerous plants are be­
ginning to burst With new life. One plant 
that's hard to miss is the dandelion.
Most people are probably familiar 
with this exotic Eurasian species. The 
dandelion's fluffy, yellow flowers and 
jagged, toothed leaves make it easy to see in 
lawns and other disturbed areas in which it 
thrives. The dandelion, a Taraxacum spe­
cies, easily disperses its seeds upon the 
wind. As a result, it grows all over the United 
States, from sea level to timberlirie.
: A number of interesting facts sur­
round its history and morphology. "Dande­
lion  "derives its name from a French word 
meaning "tooth of a lion," referring to its 
unique leaf shape. Another characteristic is 
, its . lack of a real stem. The leaves arid the 
hollow flower stalk grow directly from the 
root stalk.. This arrangement helps the dan- 
deliori collect rain on its leaves arid funnel 
the water directly to its roots, keeping it well- 
watered.
Early peoples were attracted to this 
composite plant and a rich history has been 
shared dating back to the 10th century,’when 
an Arabian physician first mentioned it as a 
medicine. Since that-time, people from all 
over Asia, Europe, and the United States 
have used the dandelion for a number of 
medicinal, cosmetic, and culinary purposes. 
Although not a common occurrence today, 
dandelion oil and lotion were used tradition­
ally, in Europe to cosmetically bleach freck- 
v les and skin blotches. Heavy applications of 
these skin whiteners, however, often dried 
the skin out.
In the herbal medicine area, these, 
plants are highly valued for their range of 
curative properties. Dandelions, especially 
the roots, prevent and cure ailments of the 
kidneys and liver. They also have been re­
ported to relieve gallstones and waste prod­
ucts in the urine. Years ago, people of the 
Pennsylvania Dutch country ate dandelions 
on a certain day of the year, "Green Thurs­
day," and as legend describes, this medicine 
kept them healthy ihe rest of the year.
For culinary purposes, the leaves and 
flowers can be harvested from early spring 
to mid-fall to make a number of tasty de­
lights, Some of the most prevalent and easy 
recipes include dandelion salads, sand­
wiches, and fritters. Leaves and flowers can 
be eaten raw or cooked for five minutes in 
boiling water. The ground root can be lightly 
roasted in a frying pan to make "dandelion 
coffee." However, l ean guarantee that it will 
charge you up for the day like regular cof­
fee. If you do try some leaves and roots, you 
should know that you are feeding your body 
a number of essential vitamins and miner­
als. Along with supplying potassium, iron, 
and vitamin C, it has been reported that one 
cup of dandelion greens a day can provide 
7,000 - 13,0001.U. of vitamin A.
The flowers do blooiri until mid-fall, 
so there is plenty of time to harvest them. 
However, be aware and considerate of other 
animals that eat or pollinate the dandelion. 
Other helpful reminders: make sure the 
plant is a dandelion before eating it. If you 
see any branched Or divided stems, it's not 
a dandelion. Also, make sure you gather 
them from prime locations—away from 
roads and any site thatmay be sprayed with 
pesticides. The ideal site may be your own 
backyard. Instead of mowing them this year, 
try cooking them with a bit of butter, salt, 
and pepper. . ' ,  *
Field Notes are broadcast weekly on 
KUFM and sponsored by the Mon­
tana Natural History Center, Tune in 
at 9:30 p.m. Thursdays, 11 a.m. Sat­
urdays, and 9:55 a.m. Sundays.
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In the Wilderness:
coming o f age in an unknown country.
by Kim Barnes 
Doubleday, 1996.
Review by Leeann Drabenstott
This memoir, like Barnes herself, both em­braces and evades tradition. The story 
unfolds in the first chapter, where Barnes im­
plicitly introduces the theme: the loss of 
childhood wilderness places and of inno­
cence. She then steps back in time to tell of 
her family's.exodus from the brick-dry fields 
of Oklahoma to the verdant forests of north­
ern Idaho. There was money to be had in 
that untainted wilderness.
The tale emerges not as a Muir-like 
exposition on natural wonders, nor as a 
scathing report on the evils of the logging 
industry. Barnes chooses instead to voice the 
joys and pain Wrought by an inner division 
when her fundamentalist Christian family 
moved from the logging Camps in the wil­
derness to Lewiston during her adolesence: 
"My life would change in ways I could no 
more dream than...a young girl, fishing the 
shallow stream,, might for a moment believe 
a heart other than her own beat in the 
meadow's thick grass. Who is that girl, the 
rod still quivering in her hands, rapturously 
balanced between two worlds? I sometimes 
think that if I could go back, follow the drive­
way down, past the woodshed and out into 
the meadow, I might find her—I might find 
what I have lost. Like my brother wander­
ing in the wilderness, I might find home." 
In her adulthood, she does return to some 
of those places, but perhaps the most impor­
tant move to reconciliation is found by
40
Barnes through a vehicle other than a car— 
Story.
In keeping with the tradition of spiri­
tual autobiography, established by Saints 
Augustine and Paul, the story follows a lin­
ear structure marked by chronologically- 
bound motifs of loss of innocence, conver­
sion and pursuit of religious vocation. Un­
like the fathers of the tradition, Barnes cycles 
through this progression more than once 
from early childhood to adulthood.
Raised in a small circle of families 
threaded together by the one Pentecostal 
church in Pierce, a timber town, Barnes was 
surrounded by the matriarchy of domestic 
life (when the men stayed at headquarters) 
arid the patriarchy of the church. She speaks 
more of her ability to distinguish the unique 
tones of each churchgoer's glossolalia than 
her ear for bird calls high in the pines and 
firs. In spiritual turmoil over her affection 
for the preacher's son, she decided to join 
the throng of candidates for baptism on the 
bank of a cold mountain stream one spring. 
Reverend Lang had already declared her 
blessed with the gift of healing.
But once she moved to Lewiston, 
Barnes began to question her beliefs. Her re­
bellion escalated until she attempted to run 
away from home. Her parents then arranged 
for. her to spend a summer back with the 
Langs, to remove her from temptation's lair. 
She returned to Lewiston broken-hearted by 
the betrayal of the Langs, who declared her 
demon-possessed, but renewed in her Chris­
tian faith.
The title of the book refers more to 
this life-long crisis of soul than to the actual 
land, although Barnes emphasizes how her 
connection to the land (or lack thereof) rules 
the state of her soul. After recollecting that 
summer at the Langs', Barnes concluded, "I 
can believe it was the land Imissed, that part 
of me was still fused by cedar and 
lupine.vSome are bom to the wilderness. 
Some come to the wilderness to be reborn. 
It was where my parents first found their 
salvation, and where I would once again 
find mine."
Yet, earlier in the memoir, "an un­
known country" holds less positive conno­
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tations for Barnes. After the tragic death of 
one of the Lang boys—he wascrushed by a 
tree on a hunting trip—Barnes remembers, 
"Still, my father shakes his head when we 
speak of it. 'There comes a time in the 
evening/ he says, 'when you should never 
go into an unknown country." In the mem­
oir, such country looms geographically and 
spiritually as a scary place—a landscape that 
renders one entirely vulnerable.
Bames masters the art of weaving 
story with narrative and always maintains 
a reflective and adult voice, yet doesn't jeop­
ardize details that could have only emerged 
from the mind of a child. The well-crafted 
cadence of her language and her attention 
to detail, which reflect her previous work as 
a poet, is also a bonus: "They spent the eve­
nings gathered in the narrow room, laugh­
ing at how bad the injury might have been, 
how narrow the escape, how close Death got 
before they poked him in the eye with a 
peavey, stomped his toes with spiked boots, 
buried him beneath tons of piss pine." Just 
when her descriptive passages begin to bor­
der on the lyrical, or overly nostalgic, she 
pulls away and begins a different story.
While the theme of the memoir may 
resonate with most readers, the approach 
may deter even some .of the most, dedicated 
memoir lovers.,The story decelerates when 
she hits what should be the climax of the 
book—her days of rebellion. For around 100 
pages, Barnes presents a series of vignettes 
about sneaking smokes behind the school, 
the overwhelming energy of a high school 
football game, and her friendships with girls . 
from broken homes. These stories within the 
story tread on the verge of melodrama—I 
sometimes felt like I was reading an adap­
tation of a "brat pack" movie.
Yet, Bames succeeds in representing 
a typically unrecognized group-in the 
West—young girls—and beautifully articu­
lates the tensions such girls feel between the 
natural world they were raised to love and 
the forces that tether them to the urban or 
inside world, to domesticity. This first ma­
jor prose work of Kim Barnes deserves a 
footing in the ever^multiplying canon of 
Western memoirs of place.
Bucking the Sun
by Ivan Doig 
Simon and Schuster, 1996.
Review by Brent McCann
This novel tells of Montana in the dirty 30s: Franklin D. Roosevelt and 
Montana's Red Corner, where socialists 
could find comradery in Plentywood; and 
Fort Peck, the largest earthen dam ever at­
tempted; and the Missouri River undergo­
ing its greatest disturbance since perhaps the 
last ice age. But more than anything else, It 
is a story about a family, the Duffs, and their 
togetherness, fused more by time and place 
than by love and blood. - .
Ivan Doig, author of eight books, is 
as comfortable with fiction with non-fiction. 
This latest book is both. Doig "went away 
for three years into the 1930s" to write the 
book by immersing himself in an assortment 
of sources ranging from Engineering News- 
Record, which reported on the progress of 
the Fort Peck Dam, to the Oasis Bordello 
Museum in Wallace, Idaho.
Doig's most potent source, though, is 
his imagination. From it emerges a family 
brought together by the dam. Hugh and 
Meg are displaced alfalfa farmers whose 
ground would be flooded once and forever 
more. Their oldest boy, Owen, is a Bozeman- 
educated engineer leading the dam build­
ing. His younger twin brothers, Neil and 
Bruce, come to the dam with the parents. Al­
though always mistaken one for the other, 
they are as different as their choices in ve­
hicles—a ton-and-a-half Ford truck and a 
motorcycle. Darius Duff is the Scotch Uncle 
disillusioned with Europe, finding hope in 
Plentywood eveiy other Saturday night.
In the beginning of the book, Doig de­
scribes a scene in which a truck is pulled 
from the depths of Fort Peck Lake, The year 
is 1938 and in the cab of the truck are two 
Duffs, whose lovemaking turned to drown­
ing. An undersheriff's observation: "Mar­
ried, you bet. Only not to- each other" sets' 
the tone for the rest of the story. Going back
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to 1933, Doig begins again when the dam 
was just a line of lime, streaking four miles 
across the river valley. From here, the book 
has eight more parts, which tell what hap-, 
pened in the years between that white line 
and the adulterous affair. Two parts bring 
the reader to 1991, showing an ornery sher­
iff in Glasgow still haunted by the mystery 
of the Duff family. ;
If a reader could be equipped with 
anything for this book, an engineering de­
gree would be nice. Doig puts a great deal 
of effort into giving first-hand accounts of 
the dam construction, and, if like myself, the 
reader will .merely wade through,many of 
his details: "Piledrive a secondary cut-off 
wall, cover it with a fifty-foot core of imper­
vious fill, then replace the dredged material 
in a gentler slope.../''
Overall, Doig eloquently .explains 
nearly every aspect of the dam building pro­
cess from its shanty towns, which couldn't 
be constructed fast enough and later disap­
peared just as quickly, to the trade beads.and 
buffalo heads delved from the bottom of the 
river. He could have given more attention 
to the conception of Fort Peck: who thought 
of it, and how was the site chosen? Few 
people realize when driving the Hi-Line that 
the rock outcropping south of Harlem on the 
Fort Belknap Indian Reservation, roughly 
150 miles away from Fort Peck Lake, pro­
vided the riprap for the dam. The stories of 
the quarry could have added another fasci­
nating dimension to this book.
One reviewer, Bill Ott, writes that 
Doig's storytelling is "a bit artificial as [he] 
coyly strews red herrings along the way; 
another problem is the Duffs themselves, 
whose personal stories drift perilously close 
. to melodrama."! think the red herrings Ott 
mentions are digressions, some more impor­
tant than others, which are to be expected 
in a novel. The only problem I have with the 
Duffs is that, for a Scottish family one gen­
eration from the Old World,Doig barely de­
velops their religion. Sometimes it seems 
they run on carnal desire alone.
Ott ends his review with: "the dam 
itself and the significance of the historical
moment are more than enough to hold our 
interest." I couldn't disagree more. The Duffs 
were an incentive to watch the dam be built; 
it's already known that the dam will hold 
water, but who knows in advance what the 
Duffs will do? I enjoyed the book, especially 
Doig's humor. * . •
The Soul Unearthed: Celebrating 
Wildness arid Personal Renewal 
Through Nature.
Edited by Cass Adams 
G.P. Putnam's Sons 1996,
Review by Rick Stern
Recently, while walking with a friend, the topic of our conversation turned to an­
other friend who had journeyed out that 
weekend on a vision quest: "How does he 
know what to do?" I wondered. I mean, I 
imagine that a Native American has a lot of 
guidance before he ventures on a vision 
quest, He's probably been preparing for 
years. I imagine him receiving some sort of 
a sign, probably in a dream. I can almost see 
him—as if in a movie—relaying his vision 
to a shaman or ah elder who nods slowly, 
eyes slightly glazed in a deep and effortless 
concentration, and says "My son, it's time." 
Having heard about, thought of, and pre­
pared for this mqment for years, our hero 
fights back a nervous smile, kisses his 
mother goodbye, and ventures off into the 
woods to seek his vision.
But my buddy, a- whiteboy from the 
midwest, what dreamtime images tell him 
that his time has arrived? Who has prepared 
him for this event, and who does he consult 
to confirm that it's in fact time to open him­
self up to the vision awaiting him? And even 
if he's absolutely sure that his time has come, 
how does he know what to do, where to go, 
how long to stay?
These questions plagued me—a Jew 
from Los Angeles, no less—until a review 
copy of The Soul Unearthed: Celebrating Wild­
ness and Personal Renewal Through Nature
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basically fell into my hands (in much the 
way I imagine a vision appears to one who 
is ready to accept it). This anthology of sto­
ries, essays, poems and interviews collected 
by Gass. Adams can be seen as a collection 
of wise elders, eager to lead us through the 
vision quest and. into a life that more deeply 
embraces the wildness and the silence that 
are everywhere, including the depths of our 
souls.
Actually, it is more than that. In its . 
eight sections, The Soul Unearthed explores 
issues from "The Spirit of Place," to "Ani­
mal Encounters," to "Wilderness Ethics: An 
Emerging Perspective" with such noted 
writers as Terry Tempest Williams, Robert 
Bly,. Roderick Nash, Matthew Fox and John 
Daniel. But the section that most spoke to 
me was the part entitled "Quests and Ritu­
als of Renewal."
This part of the book features stories 
of transcendent experiences with the natu­
ral world. Steven Foster, for example, tells 
of a-quest he embarked upon in 1972, dur­
ing his transition away from the life of a col­
lege professor to one he could not imagine.
During the third night of his quest; 
Foster had what could be called a vision. He 
grappled physically and verbally with a 
sidewinder, to whom Foster admitted that 
he had become "a hybrid and a radical and 
a loner." That night, Foster weathered a 
thunderstorm. by taking the sidewinder 's 
advice to pray to his "grandmother"—a 
symbol of the great spirit that the sidewinder 
claimed is "in everything, even human be-' 
ings." The next day, he was exhausted, and 
when the guide facilitating his quest—his 
shaman?—visited to check on him, Foster 
was ready to go home. The guide responded, 
asking simply, "who are your people?" Fos­
ter meditated on this question and realized 
that he still had a lesson to learn about the 
service he could perform for humanity. 
Parched, and exhausted, he decided to stay 
another night.
One can only imagine what answers 
came to Foster on the final night of his quest. 
There is no doubt, however, that his life has 
improved. Since his encounter with the
sidewinder, Foster is no longer a loner, hav­
ing married Meredith Little with whom he 
has, according to his biography, "guided 
thousands of individuals through the initia­
tory steps of wilderness passage rites." Fos­
ter has also published several books on the 
art of the vision quest.
The cynical mind could actually see 
this section of the book as a glorified adver­
tising insert, since six of the seven authors it 
contains have been inspired by their experi­
ences to found programs which guide oth­
ers on their own vision quests. Fortunately, 
some of us can step back from our hatred of 
advertising to recognize the difference be­
tween the in-your-face television ads of our 
caffeinated, carbonated, sugar water culture 
and the valuable service that The Soul Un­
earthed provides.
It is a service that I valued greatly as 
I read the book on a recent trip to Southern 
California. I live in Montana now, and as the 
hustle-and-bustle of Orange County 
weighed upon me, I found sanctuary within 
the pages of The Soul Unearthed. I also found 
the motivation to coordinate a short but ex­
ceptionally renewing camping trip into the 
Santa Monica Mountains.
Possibly the most useful thing I found 
in the book was the address of Brooke Medi­
cine Eagle, whose piece follows Foster 's and 
who guides questers from her home in the 
Flathead Valley, just north of my home in 
Missoula. You see, while The Soul Unearthed 
taught me about the power of going alone 
in nature—of tuning our senses to the cycles 
of the outside world, of communing with 
the animals and sitting with the plants—it 
also taught me that the answers to some of 
my questions can't be found in any book.
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